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Abstract
Optical traps have played a central role in the exploration of biological systems
through the examinination of molecular motors, biopolymers, and many other interac-
tions at the nano and micro length scales. This thesis seeks to extend the applications
of optical trapping instrumentation and the knowledge of biological systems by build-
ing new tools, expanding traditional measurements and developing new assays. First,
an economical design of a high-end optical trap is presented as a teaching implement
for an undergraduate lab. In addition to equipment specifications and construction di-
rections, three experimental modules highlighting concepts in biology and physics are
put forward including single molecule measurement of protein motor torque and the
mechanical properties of DNA. A second optical trap design is developed to promote
the integration of optical forces and semiconductor materials. This project provides
a non-invasive method for control, construction, and measurement that leverages ex-
isting semiconductor fabrication techniques while retaining the nanometer position
resolution and piconewton force sensitivity of an optical trap encouraging applica-
tions in MEMS, microfluidics, and single molecule studies. To better understand the
properties of components of biological assembly, assays for single molecule measure-
ment of adhesion force and kinetic off rate are established and carried out for short
12 amino acid sequences previously selected to adhere to glass surfaces and sapphire
substrates. Finally, the mechanism of motility for the biological motor kinesin is in-
vestigated in depth using the optical trap in two assays. One researches motility in
a heterodimeric kinesin with one motor head unable to hydrolyze ATP. The second
establishes the force generation mechanism of kinesin through selective mutation of
the N-terminal coverstrand segment of the enzyme.
Thesis Supervisor: Matthew J. Lang
Title: Assistant Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Scope of Work
Optical traps have had a variety of applications since their inception in 1970 including
single atom traps, microscalpels, and precision detectors and manipulators of molec-
ular interactions [7, 75]. This work seeks to expand the realm of optical tweezers
to include new environments by developing new designs and techniques to integrate
optical traps into the classroom and the microfabrication laboratory. To complement
the instrument design, significant development of single molecule biological assays
was undertaken, demonstrating the capability of optical traps to pry apart the inner
workings of molecular motors yeilding greater understanding of the intricate mech-
anism of motility. Novel assays enabling the measurement of biological adhesion on
non-traditional substrates were also developed to expand the diverse types of inter-
actions which can be probed at the single molecule level. Each chapter motivates
and details advancements to technology, to experimental techniques, or to the better
understanding of the biological world.
Educational application and economical design are the goals of Chapter 2. The
optical trap is not only an excellent teaching laboratory tool to probe a variety of
physical systems but also a demonstration of scientific and engineering techniques
and principals. A basic optical trap is an illustration of geometric optical design and
centers around the construction of a simple microscope. The position detection and
stage control are fundamental examples of mechanical, electronic, and automation
design of instrumentation. Each experimental module developed for the trap features
important concepts like thermal energy, statistical mechanics, and ensemble mea-
surement. The equipment design and experimental modules presented in Chapter 2
endeavor to bring the optical trap into undergraduate laboratories at an affordable
price.
In Chapter 3 optical trapping techniques are integrated with silicon and other
semiconductors, traditionally incompatable substrates. Small changes in optical de-
sign enable operation and demonstration of precision control and measurement with
these materials. These instrumentation advances enable a non-invasive manipulation
technique for semiconductors opening up a myriad of applications in the construc-
tion and control of microfluidics, biosensors, or MEMS devices either by replacing or
complementing current microfluidic methods including hydraulic or electrical [4,127].
The highly sensitive methods for optical trap based force spectroscopy can also be ap-
plied to semiconductor materials affording precision measurements of single molecule
interactions.
The developments in Chapter 3 enable optical trap based force spectroscopy of bi-
ological interactions that occur at the interface between biology and material surfaces.
To complement the advance in instrumentation, Chapter 4 details the development
of assays to probe the specific adhesion of short peptide sequences, or aptamers with
semiconductor surfaces. Measurement of adhesive force of two sapphire binding ap-
tamers and one glass binding aptamer provides insight into the strength and kinetics
of adhesion as well as valuable guidelines for future single molecule assays in this area.
The final chapter details two collaborative projects focused on better understand-
ing kinesin, processive biological motor. The first experiment centers on better defin-
ing the kinetics of motility by disabling one of the two motor heads. The second seeks
to evaluate an in silico prediction of the force generation mechanism of kinesin in vitro
by selectively mutating a few amino acids on the N-terminus of the motor protein.
In both projects the nanometer scale position resolution and piconewton level force
spectroscopy provided by the optical trap are paramount to the examination and
insight into the enzyme's behavior.
1.2 Specific Aims
1.2.1 Aim 1 - Undergraduate instrumentation.
Bring optical trapping instrumentation into the undergraduate laboratory environ-
ment at a reasonable cost while maintaining high end functionality. Pair an open,
flexible design with introductory modules highlighting principals of biophysics and
biology.
1.2.2 Aim 2 - Novel substrates
Design an optical trapping system which can work with silicon substrates and main-
tain position and force resolution comparable to conventional instruments. Demon-
strate the capability of the system to act as a fabrication tool for construction of
objects or design of complex geometry over non-glass surfaces.
1.2.3 Aim 3 - Peptide adhesion
Develop an assay to probe the force of interaction between peptides and inorganic
surfaces at a single molecule level. Quantify the binding strength of a material specific
peptide, and determine the molecular sensitivity by probing this interaction with
force.
1.3 Basics of optical trapping
The optical trap is based on the concept of photon momentum transfer [7]. A tightly
focused laser beam is used to generate a steep gradient in light intensity that provides
the photon distribution necessary to trap a dielectric object. A gradient force com-
ponent draws an object into the center of the trap and a scattering force component
pushes the object along the direction of light propagation. A high numerical aperture
(NA) objective is required to form a strong (stiff) optical trap, as it produces a steep
gradient of photon intensity at the focus of an objective. This results in the capture
of the dielectric object at a point slightly past the focal point and a force probe that
can be represented as a straight forward Hookean spring [96].
Conventional optical traps for biological applications are centered on a stable
inverted microscope that has the ability to accept multiple additional light paths
incorporating both trap and position laser beams as well as optional fluorescence ex-
citation sources. A laser with a Gaussian single mode, at a wavelength that minimizes
damage to the sample, usually between 750nm and 1200nm (Figure 1-1 A), is colli-
mated and aligned such that it enters the center of the microscope objective (Figure
1-1 G) [96]. Prior to entering the microscope objective, the laser beam is expanded
by a telescope lens pair (Figure 1-1 C) such that the light slightly overfills the back
aperture, providing the steepest gradient, and stiffest trap possible [15]. The trap
itself is formed at the sample plane of the microscope (Figure 1-1 S). The trap beam
can be positioned in the sample plane by acoustic optic deflectors (Figure 1-1 B) or
manipulation of a telescope lens pair (Figure 1-1 C or F). Other steering methods
like galvo mirrors or diffractive optics are frequently employed to provide high speed
beam steering or create multiple focal points [49,62]. Bright field illumination (Figure
1-1 K) allows visualization of the sample as in other microscopy applications using a
CCD or image intensified camera (Figure 1-1 M). High accuracy position resolution
can also be obtained by using a second detection laser beam (Figure 1-1 D) aligned
with a telescope (Figure 1-1 E) and using a position sensing device (Figure 1-1 L)
that determines particle position using back focal plane interferometry [2]. The posi-
tion detection branch is integrated into the beam path with a dichroic mirror (Figure
1-1 J). In addition, fluorescence can be combined into this system by integrating
appropriate excitation lasers and detection filters [60].
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Figure 1-1: A representative layout of a high-end laboratory optical trap. A) 1064
nm laser for trap function. B) Acoustic optic deflector (AOD) to provide high speed
beam steering in the sample plane. C) Telescope lens pair to align trapping laser beam
and to expand the beam diameter. D) 975 nm laser to provide position detection.
E) Telescope lens pair to align the position detection beam independently of the
trapping beam. F) Telescope lens pair to move both the trapping and detection
beams simultaneously. G) High numerical aperture objective (usually 60-10OX NA
>1.4). H) Condenser lens. I) Dichroic mirror to integrate the trapping and position
laser beams into the transmission light path of the conventional inverted microscope.
J) Dichroic mirror to direct position detection and trapping laser beams to the positon
detection branch. K) Bright field light source. L) Position detection branch with a
position sensitive device and a low pass filter to eliminate the 1064 nm laser beam. M)
CCD camera for conventional imaging. S) Sample plane. Figure used with permission
from P. Tarsa.
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Chapter 2
Undergraduate Optical Trap
2.1 Introduction
The work developing the undergraduate trap was motivated both by the desire to
simplify an optical trapping system and the opportunity to contribute to the develop-
ment of a new laboratory course for undergraduate students, Biological Engineering
II:Instrumentation and Measurement (20.309). The optical trap was developed in
parallel with an atomic force microscope also designed for student use [115]. Portions
of this text and figures have been adapted and are reprinted with permission from
Appleyard, D. C. et. al., "Optical trapping for undergraduates", Am. J. Phys., 75(1),
5-14 (2007).
A detailed design of a robust optical trap system is presented for use in educational
laboratories. This instrument features high sensitivity back focal plane position de-
tection, mechanically controlled specimen stage movement, and fluorescence imaging
to provide broad experimental applications, yet it has a low cost and simple design.
To compliment the apparatus, three educational experimental modules are detailed
to cover basic concepts in optical trapping and biophysics at a level appropriate for
undergraduate students. Seven of these instruments have been implemented in an
undergraduate laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The discovery and demonstration of applied radiation pressure by A. Ashkin es-
tablished the foundation for research using optical force probes, known as optical
tweezers or optical traps [7]. The application of these tools to biological problems
promoted a myriad of experiments focusing on single molecule biophysical systems
including studies of DNA, molecular motors such as kinesin and myosin, and cell level
studies [40,60,75,76,133]. Such rapid growth of optical trapping indicates the inte-
gral position this technology has found in the laboratory and underlines the increasing
importance of developing an accessible instrument for educational training. In this
report, we detail an inexpensive yet robust instrument design for such a device, with a
focus on applications in biophysics and biomechanics for an advanced undergraduate
experimental laboratory.
We have developed a simple, low cost device suitable for a wide range of experi-
ments and teaching applications that expands upon a series of previous work detailing
educational instruments [10, 91,99, 117]. Our design can perform a more advanced
range of experiments through an integrated quadrant photodiode (QPD) for back
focal plane position detection, a near infrared (NIR) wavelength trapping laser that
minimizes damage to biological samples, and additional optics for incorporating fluo-
rescence imaging [97] . The fluorescence capabilities are sufficient to image individual
rhodamine labeled microtubules and the QPD position detection system can resolve
steps nearly 6nm in length. In addition, mechanical automation of specimen stage
motion enables force probe calibration with the Stokes drag method. This combined
setup, which is arranged around an inverted microscope design, has compact footprint
for improved portability and storage. The entire setup can be built for under $15,000
using primarily off the shelf optomechanical elements.
To complement this straightforward design, we detail three educational modules
based on classical experiments that highlight both general concepts of optical trap-
ping, basic tenants of biophysical measurements, and the state of the art capabilities
of this instrument. The first lab module covers the basics of trap characterization and
calibration. Two additional modules explore experiments in single molecule biome-
chanics through measuring E. coli rotation in a tethered bacterium assay, and DNA
stretching in a tethered bead assay.
Figure 2-1: Photo of the completed undergraduate optical trap shown with cover and
bright field illumination removed.
2.2 Instrument design
Unlike the majority of optical trapping setups which are built around commercial
microscope platforms, this instrument is based upon a home built microscope core.
The following description highlights the major features of instrument design; addi-
tional information on construction and assembly is included in the supplementary
materials [56].
The fully assembled instrument is shown in Figure 2-1, and a detailed diagram
of the optical trap layout is presented in Figure 2-2. A near infra-red (NIR) laser at
975 nm is used as the trapping source (Avanex, 3CN00283AC). This choice affords
sufficient power (up to 150 mW) to form a stiff trap and includes a Bragg grating to
stabilize the lasing wavelength and prevent laser mode hopping. Visible lasers used in
other instruments offer advantages in alignment; however, this NIR wavelength laser
is low cost, optimal for biological applications, does not require an optical isolator
and leaves the visible spectrum open for fluorescence microscopy [97].
A 2' by 2' breadboard saves classroom space, increases portability, and promotes
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Figure 2-2: Optical layout of the tweezer setup. The dashed line at 450 indicates
separation between components placed horizontally on the bread board (lower right)
and those raised vertically (upper left) as part of the inverted microscope. ND: Neu-
tral Density Filter, QPD: Quadrant Photo Diode, OBJ: Objective, CD: Condenser,
532: 532 nm fluorescence excitation laser, 975: 975 Near Infra-red trapping laser, M:
Mirror, M45: Mirror oriented at 450 to the optical breadboard connecting horizontal
components (lasers) and vertical components (objective and detector), Li: 35 mm
lens, L2: 300 mm lens, L3: 100 mm lens, L4: 60 mm lens, D1: IR reflective dichroic,
D2: 532 reflective dichroic, KG: Visible Pass Filter, OG: Low Pass Filter , TL: Tube
Lens.
stability by minimizing optical path distances [75, 97]. Adjustment of the distance
between the cage plate (Thorlabs CP01) holding the laser fiber and an 11 mm focal
length aspherical lens (Thorlabs C220TM-B) enables collimation, producing a 1.6 mm
diameter beam that is further expanded with a telescope consisting of a 100 nun focal
length lens (Thorlabs AC254-100-B) and a 60 mm focal length lens (Thorlabs AC254-
060-B). Two silver mirrors (Thorlabs PF10-03-P01) facilitate beam alignment through
the telescope and to the dichroic (Thorlabs FM01). An XY mount for the 60mm
lens permits mechanical steering of the trap in the sample plane. A mirror oriented
at 450 to the breadboard directs the light from a horizontal layout to the inverted
objective. The beam does not overfill the 5mm back aperture of the 10OX, 1.25 NA
oil emersion infinity objective (Nikon), yet is sufficient to trap. Other beam diameters
were evaluated and the 1.67X expansion was selected for power transmission, stiffness,
and detection efficiency [66]. Further examination of beam expansion including the
use of a better optimized objective could enhance trap function. An air spaced infinity
condenser, NA 0.9, 40X (Nikon 92381) delivers bright field illumination and collects
the scattered trap beam for position detection. This choice of condenser avoids the
use of oil and permits ease of loading samples while providing sufficient position
resolution and brightness for imaging. A flashlight (Maglite) is suspended above the
condenser and supplies illumination for conventional imaging.
A solid mechanical layout is used to provide stability to the optics and sample.
We embrace the inverted microscope design for its advantages in steadiness, ease
of multiple beam incorporation, and as an arrangement that allows gravity to drive
sample beads to the coverglass surface. A 1.5" vibration damped rod (Melles Griot
07 DUP 12) forms the backbone of the inverted design. Two translation mounts
(Thorlabs MT1) are attached to the rod providing mounting points for custom L-
shaped adapter brackets which hold the objective and condenser, respectively.
A 3-axis stage (Newport 562 ULTRAlign) affords a stable and smooth translation
mount for the sample. It is elevated above the breadboard using a 1.5" rod (Thorlabs
P3). Two bars with slide clips suspends the slide over the objective. Integration of
two picomotors (New Focus 8301) replacing micrometers permits automated X & Y
stage position control and movement with a step increment of -30 nm albeit with
some hysteresis. This control facilitates calibrating the position detection, running
accurate Stokes drag calibrations, and extends the versatility of the instrument.
The eyepiece is left out to reduce cost and enhance the safety of the instrument.
All sample imaging is accomplished using a 640 X 480 CCD firewire camera (Imag-
ingSource DMK 21F04), which is placed at an image plane formed by a 200 mm
focal length tube lens (Nikon 93020). A selection of filters eliminates either the 975
nm beam (Schott KG5) or the fluorescence excitation wavelength (532 nm) (Schott
OG570). Broadband neutral density filters can be used for alignment or demonstra-
tion purposes, although care must be used to prevent damage of the CCD.
A position detection branch fits above the condenser where a dichroic mirror
(Thorlabs FM01) reflects the 975 nm beam towards the detector while passing the
visible light. A 35 mm focal length lens (Thorlabs LB1811) forms an image conju-
gate to the condenser back focal plane on a quadrant photo diode (QPD) (UDT Spot
9DMI) or position sensitive device (PSD) set in an X-Y translation mount (Thor-
labs HPT1). A neutral density filter (Thorlabs NE20B) attenuates light to avoid
saturating the detector.
Custom built detection circuitry converts the current generated by the QPD detec-
tor to a -10 to 10 volt signal using a design analogous to one published previously [113].
Analog RC filters can clean the final signal, yet must be adjusted to pass high fre-
quency information. A high speed computer based data acquisition system is used to
log data and automate operation (National Instruments PCI-6070E, Labview).
For fluorescence excitation, a low cost 3 mW laser (World Star Tech DPGL-03S-
TTL) at 532 nm offers ample power for a wealth of experiments. A dichroic mirror
(Chroma Z532RDC) integrates the excitation laser into the optical path. A long pass
filter (CVI CG-OG-570-1.00-2.0) eliminates any remaining excitation illumination. To
provide illumination at the sample plane, a 300 mm lens (Thorlabs LB1779) focuses
the 532 nm excitation laser at the back focal plane of the objective.
With multiple laser beams, one of which is not visible to the naked eye, in use
in an undergraduate environment appropriate safety measures must be taken. An
enclosure was built to encompass all of the horizontal optical components, blocking
any stray reflections and limiting access to the beam path. The enclosure has the
added advantage of blocking room light from disrupting the CCD image quality.
We further recommend enclosing the entire instrument and installing laser interlocks
for additional safety. It is imperative to discuss laser safety with students prior to
laboratory experimentation to reduce the possibility of injury.
2.3 Calibration experiment
Optical trap calibration procedures are central for a student's foundation in the phys-
ical properties of the microscopic environment including: exposure to units of energy
in kBT, force in piconewtons, and distance in nanometers. Familiarity with particle
behavior at low Reynolds number, Stokes drag, and the equipartition theorem will be
highlighted. The essential three calibration procedures: Stokes drag, equipartition,
and power spectrum provide the basis of quantitative measurements by equating dis-
placement and force values with the measured voltages from the instrument detector
and permit the student to practice techniques for data acquisition, curve fitting and
analysis.
2.3.1 Calibration theory
Position calibration
In our design, three methods are available for determining the position calibration,
which is required for both Stokes drag and the equipartition stiffness methods. Video
can be calibrated with a ruled slide or through micrometer translation of a sample to
determine a pixel to nm conversion. Two high speed and more accurate calibration
methods use a quadrant photo diode (QPD) for position detection. The first tech-
nique involves scanning a sample target bead through a grid of known displacements
with the stage and mapping the voltage response of a QPD [74]. A second tech-
nique outlined by Allersma et al. and Addas et al., focuses on extracting the position
response of a QPD directly from the power spectrum of a trapped bead [1, 2]. Multi-
plication of the power spectrum, Svv, by f 2 results in a plateau value of Svv(f)f 2 at
high frequencies, where f >> fo [2]. Using the plateau value and rearranging under
these constraints gives:
P (Svv=f 2 r2 ) 2 (2.1)kBT
Yielding p, the linear voltage to displacement calibration factor, in units of volt-
age/displacement. This method is very useful for the instrument described if con-
trolled stage motion is absent.
Trap stiffness calibrations
Stokes drag calibration: The Stokes drag calibration method measures the displace-
ment of a trapped bead out of the center of the trap, balancing the external force
applied through fluid flow. The measurement is made by translating the sample
chamber at a controlled velocity, inducing a well defined laminar drag flow about the
trapped bead. For a spherical bead, the drag force is 67ri7rv, where 77 is the viscosity
of the fluid medium, r is the radius of the bead, and v is the velocity of the fluid.
The stiffness of the trap, kx, can be equated to this force for a displacement x from
the center of the trap:
kxx = 67r7rv, (2.2)
If the bead is near the coverglass surface it will experience boundary layer effects
changing the viscous drag coefficient. These can be accounted for using the Faxen's
law correction [113].
Equipartition based calibration: The equipartition theorem states that every de-
gree of freedom in a harmonic potential contains !kBT of energy, where kB is Boltz-
mann's constant. This can be used to relate the measurement of the instantaneous
displacement of a trapped particle to the available thermal energy of a system:
1 1
-kBT = kX((X - Xmean (23)2 2 .))
The equipartition method does not rely on specific information of the medium,
viscous drag, particle size and shape; however, this method requires calibration of
position detection.
Power spectrum calibration method: The thermal motion of a trapped bead can
also be used for the power spectrum calibration method. This procedure applies the
fact that the power spectrum of a trapped bead follows a Lorentzian profile [2,12,123):
Svv(f) = p2  kBT (2.4)
r2 (f2 + f2)
Svv(f) is the uncalibrated power spectrum with units of V 2 /Hz, T is the absolute
temperature, fo is the corner frequency, and 3 is the drag coefficient equal to 67rr/r.
The roll off or corner frequency provides the trap stiffness, k,, as:
kx = fo27rp3, (2.5)
The method is independent of a detector voltage to displacement calibration, p, an
advantage in an arrangement lacking integrated stage motion or some other means to
provide position calibration; however, a fast (> 10 kHz) acquisition rate is required,
necessitating care in choice of detector and detector circuitry [12].
2.3.2 Calibration: materials and methods
The goal of this section is to acquire three data sets at each laser power for which
the trap is to be calibrated: a voltage trace of the thermal motion of a trapped bead,
a voltage trace for Stokes drag, and a position calibration generated by scanning a
bead stuck on the slide through the trap.
A slide with beads both stuck to the surface and free in solution is optimal for per-
forming calibrations. A flow cell is created by placing two pieces of double sided sticky
tape across the center of a standard microscope slide to form a 3-4 mm wide channel.
A coverslip is placed over the top of the tape, perpendicular to the microscope slide,
and firmly sealed. To affix beads on the surface a 1 M NaCl solution containing beads
at a 1:1000 dilution of 10 wt% (1 pm silica, Bangs SSO3N/4669) is loaded into the
channel and allowed to incubate for 1 hour. The channel is then flushed with 300 pL
of water to eliminate the salt solution. Suspended beads, a 1:50000 dilution of the
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Figure 2-3: Scan of a 1pm silica stuck bead used to determine the position calibration
for the detector. Circles: Acquired data, solid line: Linear fit for calibration coefficient
of -128.5 nm/V.
same 10 wt% beads in water, is loaded. The channel is then sealed with nail polish
to prevent evaporation.
The slide is loaded on the sample stage with a single drop of oil placed between
the objective and coverglass. The condenser is lowered to a pre-determined position
where it collimates the laser beam. To facilitate focusing on the surface, a student
may first position the slide so that the center of the lens is near the tape-water
interface. Translating the slide laterally will help to find the tape/flow chamber
boundary, translating the slide along the optical axis can then be used to locate the
coverglass surface. The next objective is to ready the detector by zeroing the signal.
With a suspended bead trapped, the QPD is translated in the mount to zero the X
& Y signals.
A position calibration must be acquired. Position calibration involves scanning a
stuck bead through the focused trap beam in the X-Y plane. A stuck bead is placed
in the center of the trap, where the X & Y voltage is zero. This zero point should
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Figure 2-4: Stokes drag method of determining trap stiffness for a 1 pm silica bead.
Open circles: Displacement of the bead out of the trap, x, was taken for various stage
velocities, which set the fluid velocity Vf. Solid line: Linear fit of displacement to
stage velocity, slope is kx//3 concurrent with Equation 2.2. Calculated stiffness was
0.0322 pN/nm. Inset: Cartoon of Stokes flow measurement. Fd is the drag force
caused by flow Vf, F is restoring force from the trap.
reside between the two extremes as shown in Figure 2-3. Acquiring the calibration
for one axis involves incrementally moving the stage in uniform steps of a defined
displacement while recording the detector voltage. The bead is re-centered and the
other axis is scanned. To fully characterize the detector region a scan of 3 pm is
sufficient; and using a step size of 30 nm provided adequate resolution. The voltage
to position data can be fit to a line or a third order polynomial to complete the
calibration.
Obtaining the stiffness calibrations is the second step. A bead is held in the trap
while the stage is translated at a set velocity to produce a uniform flow around the
bead (Figure 2-4 Inset) and the detector voltage is captured simultaneously. A series
of stage velocities are used to produce a range of bead displacements (Figure 2-4).
Before releasing the bead, a voltage trace is captured for the equipartion and power
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Figure 2-5: Power spectral data of a bead in the trap used to fit a Lorentzian curve
(dashed line) where the roll of frequency can be extracted to calculate stiffness. This
measurement at 30 mW yielded a 0.0246 pN/nm from the roll off Inset: Position
versus time data used to calculate the equipartition stiffness from Equation 2.3. For
this measurement at 30 mW the equipartition stiffness was 0.0242 pN/nm.
spectrum calculations (Figure 2-5).
Full characterization of the detector response involves repeating the calibrations
at a range of laser powers. Because the position detection uses the same laser as the
trap, the position to voltage calibration must be repeated at each new power level.
2.3.3 Calibration: experimental results
We evaluated an instrument using each of the calibration methods described. Position
calibrations were done using the stuck bead measurement (Figure 2-3) and also cal-
culated from the power spectrum. The calibration values are within 1.4X for powers
> 80 mW, however they separate at lower powers varying by up to a factor of 2 at 30
mW. Even with this deviation the measured values are sufficient to produce accurate
calibration curves for Stokes drag and equipartition experiments. The discrepancy at
low power may be caused by low frequency noise, detector limitations, or mechanical
instability.
The relationship between stiffness and laser power showed the expected linear
trend, with the equipartition and power spectrum agreeing, within a factor of 1.4,
and all three within a factor of 3. The equipartition (Figure 2-5 Inset) and roll-off
(Figure 2-5) measurements were calculated from the same data trace.
Small perturbations in the measurements were caused by the inability to repro-
ducibly set the trap height above the coverslip. Additionally, low frequency noise and
non-optimized detector circuitry and optical layout for high frequencies caused some
difficulty in accurately fitting the roll-off frequency of the power spectrum at higher
powers.
The self-consistency of the calibration data within expected trends and relative
consistency between the three methods provided a solid foundation for further ex-
periments which rely on these values. The variations between the methods offered
an excellent point of discussion for the students to evaluate relative merits of each
approach.
2.4 Rotating E.coli
The low force regime at which optical traps work make them optimal for investigating
the mechanical output of biological molecular motors [39,133]. The bacterial popu-
lations are hearty, easy to culture, and simple to visualize with a light microscope.
The tethered bacterium or rotating bacterial cell assay uses torque from the flag-
ellar motor to rotate the body of the cell. This robust assay has been used to study
chemotaxis and the biophysics of the flagellar motor [14,111]. Additionally, the vi-
sual nature of the experiment quickly grabs the students' attention. Examination of
a basic form of this assay provides access to molecular motors, highlights scientific
estimation, uses time and frequency domain representation, and exposes students to
building ensemble studies. Probing flagellar motion provokes discussion of bacterial
propulsion including random walks as well as life at low Reynolds number [11].
Two characteristics that can be quantified individually with E. coli using the
optical trap are the rotation speed and stall force of the flagellar motor [14]. In this
module, the trap can monitor rotation or form a barrier capable of stalling rotation.
Individual measurements of the E. coli can be compiled to explore heterogeneity in
populations.
2.4.1 E. coli: materials and methods
A non-pathogenic strain of E. coli modified to give consistent clockwise rotation
and sticky flagella (KAF95, gift of Karen Fahrner, Harvard University) is used (see
Appendix A.4 for distribution protocol). The KAF95 strain is cultured for 24-36
hours at 37*C in a media containing 10 mg/mL Bacto-Tryptone (Becton, Dickinson
and Company), 5 mg/ml NaCl (Sigma) and 100 pg/mL ampicilin (Sigma). A 15 pL
aliquot of the culture is loaded into a flow chamber (assembled as described above)
with an incubation time of ~5 minutes to allow bacterial attachment to the coverglass
surface. The flow chamber is then flushed with 300 pL of motility buffer (10 mM
potassium phosphate, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4) to remove unattached bacteria.
The first measurement uses the trap as a detector to monitor the rotation speed
of the bacteria. The trap is set to a laser power just above the lasing threshold so
trap forces will not interfere with the bacteria rotation. The focus of the optical trap
is placed at the edge of the zone that the rotating bacteria sweeps past. The QPD
voltage signal is collected for both X and Y axes (Figure 2-6 Inset). A power spectral
density of a trace of either X or Y voltage will provide a peak identifying the rotation
frequency (Figure 2-6).
A second measurement seeks the minimum laser power required to stall rotation
of the flagellar motor. The laser power is increased to approximately 120 mW (forms
a relatively stiff -0.08 pN/nm trap) and the bacteria is moved into the trap where the
tip of the bacteria is trapped in 3D and rotation is halted. The laser power is reduced
until the bacteria can escape the trap and begin rotating. The approximate trap
stiffness at the final power is estimated from a prior calibration such as those described
in Section 2.3. A calculation of stall force requires an assumption of displacement out
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Figure 2-6: Power spectral density of the Y axis voltage from the QPD for a spinning
E. coli showing a peak near 7 Hz and a harmonic at 14 Hz. Inset: Raw Y axis
QPD voltage used to generate PSD, reflects a 7 Hz rotation speed. Cartoon: Assay
geometry depicting trap position for optimized stalling and monitoring (solid line)
and a trap position that is not optimal for stall and would give 2X actual rotation
speed (dashed line).
of the center of the trap. This can be estimated by knowledge of the trap potential
or by experimental observation of the displacement at which a bead or bacterium
exposed to Stokes flow falls out of the trap. We found an estimate of 100 nm was
reasonable for the displacement in our setup. A more accurate estimation of trap
stiffness can be obtained by performing the Stokes drag measurements of Section 2.3
on free E. coli cells.
The stall torque generated by the flagellar motor can also be determined. This
calculation requires a measurement of the lever arm length, typically on the order of
1-3 pLm. Visual inspection of images with a calibrated field of view gives the most
accurate value, though simple comparison to the size of a bead offers a quick value.
A majority of the bacteria were between 2 and 3 pm in length. The measurements
and estimations used in this procedure provide good discussion points and experience
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Figure 2-7: Population distribution of spin rate (bottom abscissa) and stall torque
(top abscissa) for a sample of 41 bacteria.
with error estimation, while the results provide a reasonable final value for the stall
torque.
2.4.2 E. coli: experimental results
Aggregation of class data, typically N > 20, can provide an excellent examination
of the population characteristics. Representative population distributions of both
rotation speed and torque are displayed in Figure 2-7.
The spin rate and estimated torque, even with multiple back of the envelope as-
sumptions, are within range of previously reported values. The fundamental rotation
frequency was easy to extract from both the power spectrum (Figure 2-6) and from
the raw voltage versus time trace (Figure 2-6 Inset). The average spin rate in our
sample population was 5.8 Hz, within the range of the literature value of 10 Hz [14].
In some cases the position of the trap relative to the rotating point provided a detec-
tor response from both ends of bacteria, giving a fundamental frequency twice that
of the actual(Figure 2-6 cartoon). Often this situation can be diagnosed from a the
raw voltage signal as each end of the bacteria gives a different QPD voltage magni-
tude. Stall torque values were estimated using calculated stiffness for a lpm bead, a
100 nm displacement, and the comparison to bead diameter method for determining
the lever arm length. We measured an average torque of 3212 pNnm, close to the
reported value of 4000 pNnm [14].
2.5 DNA tether extension
The tethered bead assay is perhaps the most versatile geometry in optical trapping
based single molecule biophysics experiments. This geometry has been widely used
with single molecules such as kinesin, RNAP, and DNA [90,133,135]. The classical
experiment underlying the tethered bead assay is the DNA tether stretching mea-
surement the completion of which introduces parameters such as contour length, per-
sistence length, and effective spring constant scaling laws for entropic and enthalpic
regions of the stretching curves. Here we provide a module that may be approached on
a number of different levels providing both wet lab experience in preparing the sam-
ples and physical experimental insight towards the mechanical properties of DNA.
Analysis can include fitting with the worm like chain or more advanced polymer
stretching model.
2.5.1 DNA tether stretching: background theory
The worm like chain (WLC) model relies on two main parameters, the contour length,
lC, and the persistence length, l and has been applied to the elastic behavior of
DNA [88]. The contour length refers to the length of the polymer under no tension,
whereas persistence length is the point at which there is no longer a correlation
between the direction of the beginning and end of a segment. We use the following
interpolation of the WLC model:
_kBT[ I x 2  ']F = [ - 2 + -], (2.6)
lp e 4 lc
Where F is the applied force and x is the end to end extension distance of the DNA
tether. This interpolation fits data well in the limit of F<5 pN [136]. Modifications
to the WLC model have also been applied to DNA stretching and can be reviewed in
the paper by Wang et al [136].
2.5.2 DNA tether stretching: materials and methods
DNA segments 1010 bp in length are cloned from the M13mp18 plasmid and function-
alized with biotin on one end and digoxigenin on the other using appropriate primers.
To form DNA tethers between the coverglass surface and a bead, a 1:1 combination
of 20pM DNA complexes and lwt% 1 pm streptavidin coated silica beads (Bangs)
are made and incubated for four hours at 4'C. A flow cell is created as described
previously. A 1:5 dilution of 20 mg/mL Anti-Digoxigenin (Roche) in PBS (100 mM
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 0.138 M NaCl, 0.0027 M KCl, Sigma) is made and fur-
ther diluted in 1:10 PBT (100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 0.1% Tween, (Fisher
Scientific). 25 pL of the Anti-Digoxigenin solution is loaded into the flow cell and
incubated for at least 40 minutes at room temperature. 200 pL of a 1mg/mL dilution
of casein (Sigma) in PBT is loaded into the flow cell, using a pipette tip loaded to
a vacuum line to draw the liquid through the flow chamber and incubated for -20
minutes at room temperature. The bead:DNA complexes are pelleted by spinning
at 10,000 rpm for 6 minutes and the supernatant is removed. The bead:DNA com-
plexes are resuspended in PBT and diluted by a factor of four. 25 PL of bead:DNA
complexes is loaded into the flow cell and incubated for -20 minutes. A final wash
step of 800 pL of a 1mg/mL dilution of casein in PBT is loaded into the flow cell
using the vacuum. The openings of the flow cell are sealed using nail polish. This
process produces DNA tethers between the etched glass coverslip and the silica beads.
Complimentary description of this process can be found in Lang et. al. [76].
Visual examination of the slide allows identification of tethered beads through
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Figure 2-8: Bead displacement out of the center of the trap xza versus stage position
x,~te of a 1010 bp DNA tether. Cartoons illustrate the relative position of trap, bead
and tether. Labels A & C indicate approximate end of linear portion of stretching
curve. Label B is located at the center of the stretching curve (flat - slack tether).
their restricted Brownian motion. Once located, the sample is moved to position the
tether in the center of the trap. Automated stage movement translates the tether 750
nm out of the center of the trap then begins stepping the bead back through the trap
in 30 nm increments at an average rate of 100 nm/s. Bead position data was acquired
simultaneous with the sweep. As the tether moves through the trap, the bead was
captured by the optical trap creating a situation where the tether was fully stretched,
allowed to slacken, and then stretched again. The stretching curve initially obtained
reflects the displacement of the bead out of the trap versus the stage position (Figure
2-8).
The stage position versus detector voltage data was converted to force versus stage
position using calibration parameters (Section 2.3). One half of the tether extension
is extracted from the data by truncating the curve from the mid point of the plateau
(Figure 2-8 Label B) to one end of the linear region of the extension curve (Figure 2-8
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Figure 2-9: Force vs extension curve for one of the 1010 bp DNA tethers. The worm
like chain fit gives 4, = 53.3nm and le = 431.5nm. The inset cartoon diagrams
relevant distances for calculating the tether extension, x.
Labels A or C). This yields data from a slack tether to the end of the linear region of
force applied by the trap. The tether extension is calculated as follows, taking into
account the bead radius, r, and the height above the surface, h (See Figure 2-9 Inset):
x = r 2 + (xstage - Xbead)2 - h, (2.7)
Where Xstage is the stage position and Xcad is the displacement of the bead out of
the center of the trap. Performing a fit of the converted data to the interpolation of
the WLC (Equation 2.6) yields 1, and 1c (Figure 2-9).
2.5.3 DNA tether stretching: experimental results
Accepted persistence lengths for dsDNA fall between 40 and 50 nm, and the contour
length for a 1010 base pair strand was expected around 350 nm [88,136]. The WLC
fit applied to a variety of our data sets produced persistence lengths between 5 nm
and 60 nm with contour lengths from 250 nm to 800 nm. It takes a number of tries
and practice to obtain a clean stretching curve. Improvements in centering the bead
over the tether on the coverslip prior to an experiment and more accurately setting
the height of the bead above the surface would have further focused the results.
The instrument can assay force-extension curves for DNA within range of accepted
literature values providing an excellent single-molecule laboratory module.
2.6 Additional modules
Further experimental development is encouraged to take advantage of the fluorescence
and detection capabilities of the instrument. Rhodamine labeled microtubules can be
visualized easily with this instrument and thus a gliding filament assay, bead motility,
or kinesin stepping module would be easily feasible (Figure 2-10) [13]. Evaluating
solutions of different viscosities and varying the bead diameter provides an excellent
extension of the calibration module. Optical modules such as measuring the beam
diameter with a razorblade can be included [66]. Although we don't recommend
students build and align the trap, components of this instrument (Lamp, condenser
objective, tube lens, and camera) can form a construction set for students to build a
simple microscope. Community contribution of futher experiments and modifications
is encouraged on the online resource website [56].
2.7 Conclusions
A low cost, fully functional optical trap can be constructed for use as a teaching
tool for undergraduate laboratory environments. The integrated position detection,
stage movement, and fluorescence provide a solid foundation for in-depth experi-
ments. Laboratory modules geared towards understanding optical trapping funda-
mentals, exploring single molecule biophysics, and examining molecular motors have
been created. The flexibility of this design promotes further experimental module
Figure 2-10: Rhodamine labeled microtubules excited with the 532 nm laser. The
excitation zone is approximately 10 pm in diameter.
development in the realm of force.
2.7.1 Additional development
Since publication of the American Journal of Physics article, the undergraduate trap
has gone through a redevelopment led by Steve Wasserman at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. In general, the design has remained largley the same. Steve
has maintained the same optical layout, but has greatly improved the imaging, safety,
and ease of alignment by placing all the optics in Thor Labs 1" cages. All beam paths
are also enclosed with 1" optical tubes to reduce undesired light and reflected laser
beams. The enclosed design permits more accurate operation in a well lit classroom
with many moving shadows. The 3-axis stage used in the initial design was replaced
with a 2-axis stage (Newport 423) incorporating lower force springs, as the original
exceeded the limitation of the New Focus picomotors. The condenser lens was also
replaced with a 1oX Nikon objective. The beam expansion is done using a convex
and concave lens pair in a Galilean design opposed to the original Keplerian, double
convex arrangment. Experiments to fully characterize this new design are still on
going; however, publication of these new improvements will hopefully be undertaken
in the near future.
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Chapter 3
Optical Trapping Through Silicon
3.1 Introduction and motivation
Portions of this chapter are reproduced with permission from reference [4].
Established silicon fabrication technologies offer high throughput methods for cre-
ating nanometer-scale features. These techniques support a broad application base
which includes a wide variety of electronics, biological sensors, microfluidics, and
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). Combining optical trapping forces and
techniques with silicon fabrication methods can provide a tool capable of precision
force application and measurement, nanometer-scale position detection, and complex
manipulation and construction capability.
Optical traps have been integral in advancing experimentation in a range of dis-
ciplines including physics, biology, and engineering. They have demonstrated wide
applicability including studies of colloid phase transitions, fine measurement of bio-
logical motor motility, and control of microfluidic flows in glass systems [48,127,133].
Optical forces provide control, manipulation, and measurement techniques that be-
stow a convenient, non-invasive method for applying weak forces to systems, sufficient
to manipulate micro- to nano-meter sized objects. Integration of these optical force-
based methods of manipulation and measurement with existing fabrication technology
for silicon offers a wealth of possibility. Manipulation and transport of objects in mi-
crofluidic devices is central to many applications. Current methods for manipulation
of cells on silicon surfaces have been accomplished using dielectrophoresis and mag-
netic beads [31,79]. An alternative method of manipulation in a silicon environment
can be provided by optical trapping. Optical trapping control is less invasive as it
does not require specific modification of the silicon surface or modification of the cells.
Ordered control of objects can enable the construction of devices or the operation of
mechanically driven components. Optical trap manipulation can provide pick and
place assembly of components offering a complementary method for MEMS assem-
bly not based on a mechanical mechanism [29]. The precise positioning provided by
optical trapping could lead to smaller scale construction and simplified one of a kind
design. Trapping techniques can expand the options for control of complex microflu-
idic devices fabricated on silicon, just as they have in PDMS and glass systems [127].
Beyond assembly and control applications, the optical trap is an established technique
for investigating forces at the single molecule level [75]. Integrating optical trapping
into silicon environments opens the door to single-molecule studies of interactions at
the silicon surface. Studies in this area could provide valuable insight to the interface
between biology and materials important to device design and control.
3.2 Optical properties of silicon
Before designing an instrument integrating optical tweezers and silicon surfaces, a
thorough investigation of the optical properties of the new substrate was necessary.
Not only did this allow evaluation of the feasibility of the approach as a whole, but
it directed selections of appropriate laser lines for trapping and detection as maximal
transmission of laser power was essential for effective trapping.
The optical properties hinge on both the thickness of the wafer and the doping of
the wafer. The transmission, T, absorption, A, and reflection, R, of a silicon substrate
are related as a function of the thickness of a sample as:
(n - 1)2 + 2 (3.1)
(n + 1)2 + ,21
T = (1 - Ri)e-" - (1 - R1)Rie-" + (1 - R1)R e-a3 t _ (1 - R1)R3e-"3t, (3.2)
R = R1+(1-R1)Rie-a2t-(1-R1)R2e-a2t+(1 -R1)Re~a4t -(1-R1)Re~ 4 t, (3.3)
A = 1 - (R+ T) (3.4)
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are continuous series, however the first four terms serve as
an adequate approximation. Here, a is the absorption coefficient, n the real part of
the index of refraction, n the imaginary part of the index of refraction [53].Values
for n, K,and a can be found in a variety of sources [43,54,57,83]. The transmission,
reflection, and absorption in silicon as a function of thickness is plotted in Figure 3-1
for a common trap laser wavelength, 1064 nm.
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Figure 3-1: Transmission, reflection, and absorption in silicon as a function of thick-
ness at a wavelength of 1064 nm. n=3.555, , = 1.8 * 10-4, a = 9.35cm-1.
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Setting the optimal wavelength is also important. Figure 3-2 shows transmission,
reflection, and absorption for the 400 to 2000 nm spectrum of light. An obvious drop
in absorption for wavelengths longer than 1050 nm is apparent and suggests use of
infra-red (IR) or near infra-red (NIR) laser sources. This decrease in the absorbance
coefficient can be related to the band gap of silicon.
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Figure 3-2: Transmission, reflection, and absorption in silicon as a function of wave-
length for a 600 pm thick wafer.
The band gap of undoped, crystalline silicon is 1.11 eV or 1116 nm calculated as
E = hc/A where E is the band gap energy, h is Planck's constant, c the speed of
light, and A the wavelength [101]. Since the absorption process in a semiconductor
involves exciting an electron from the valence band over the band gap and into the
conduction band, the incident photon energy must exceed the band gap energy [35].
Thus, for silicon, wavelengths shorter than 1116 nm are absorbed, and those longer,
transmitted. Silicon doping is used to alter the electronic properties of the material,
adjusting the Fermi level and the population of charge carriers in the conduction band
and holes in the valence band [27]. N-type semiconductors have a dopant which has
a higher valence than the substrate (P, As, Sb for a silicon semiconductor). P-type
semiconductors have a dopant with a lower valence resulting in a "hole" (Al, B, Ga for
a silicon semiconductor). Since both p and n type doping affect carrier concentration,
they alter the photon absorption properties of the silicon, increasing absorption in
the IR and NIR. Specifics of this affect are detailed in references [120]. In general,
absorption is still minimized in doped silicon for wavelengths greater than 1000 nm,
however it does not fall off as significantly as the undoped substrate.
Silicon offers one advantage over the conventional glass substrate due to the larger
index of refraction, 3.5, compared to 1.5 glass. Though this makes the selection of
immersion oil unclear and enhances losses due to reflection at the interface it does
allow the use of thicker substrates. Figure 3-3 diagrams the path of the high angle
light from the objective in a glass and a silicon substrate.
nn=.33
Figure 3-3: Comparison of the focal point location in a glass substrate (left) and a
silicon substrate (right). Distances are uniform between the cartoons. The n=1.33
region is the water containing sample and the n=1.56 region is the immersion oil
between lens and substrate.
Snell's law defines a larger angle deviation when refracted into silicon. This sets
the path of the light almost parallel to the optical axis, greatly extending the axial
position of the focal point. Where glass is constrained to less than 200 pm thick,
silicon is flexible up to 800 pm - therefore including many of the common wafer
thicknesses used in microfabrication.
To make final decisions on trapping wavelength, the considerations of the sample
must also be included. Minimizing the water absorption coefficient is essential to
preventing damage to biological samples [97]. Figure 3-4 overlays the water absorption
coefficient with that of silicon. A balance between absorption in water and in silicon
must be found to both optimize transmitted power to the sample and to limit damage.
The final test of the new substrate was to evaluate if it altered the beam profile.
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Figure 3-4: Water absorption coefficient compared to the silicon absorption coefficient
and common laser lines in the NIR. Water data is from Palmer et. al. [98].
Though the ordered crystalline structure was not expected to affect the gaussian
TEMoo mode, it was essential to verify. A simple razor blade beam cutting experiment
demonstrated that the mode was not changed in any way (Figure 3-5) [66].
3.3 Instrumentation
We developed an instrument to evaluate the feasibility of integrating optical trapping
techniques into the silicon and semiconductor field. Our optical trap design reflected
a common layout used for biological and single-molecule biophysics applications. A
primary hurdle in design was the lack of transmission in the visible wavelengths and
limited transmission in the near infra-red [57]. However, minimal alteration of the
conventional optical trap and microscope design surmounted these difficulties (Figure
3-6).
There are two distinct geometries for trapping in a silicon environment, referred
to here as before or through. In the through system, the laser penetrates the silicon
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Figure 3-5: Evaluation of the laser mode after transmission through a silicon wafer
(200pm, DSP), and a glass slide. Each profile is fit to the expected Gaussian distri-
bution of the TEMoo mode.
substrate and then forms the trap focus whereas in the before system, the trap fo-
cus is formed before the beam path reaches the silicon substrate (3-6 subsets). The
two geometries each require a reflective imaging arrangement to enable visualization
necessitating a dual objective, dual camera system. These modifications to a con-
ventional optical trapping system are detailed in the optical layout, Figure 3-6 [22].
Beam steering for the optical trap is provided using acoustic-optic deflectors (AODs).
The trapping laser is at 1064 nm, a common wavelength for biological trapping ap-
plications. A secondary 975 mu laser diode is used in combination with a position
sensitive device (PSD) in a substrate transmission arrangement to enable high reso-
lution back focal plane position detection. Additional instrumentation details for a
similar conventional design are described by Brau et al [22].
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Figure 3-6: Optical layout for the dual objective (OBJ1 and OBJ2) imaging system
integrated into an optical trap using a 1064 nm laser and a 975 nm position detection
laser. D1 and D2: dichroic mirrors; M1 and M2: 50% silvered mirrors; T1, T2
and T3: telescope systems for beam expansion and steering; Li and L2: tube lens
for imaging; Fi: filter; M3: mirror; L3: lens; AOD: acoustic-optic deflector; CCD:
charge coupled device camera; PSD: position sensing device. Subsets detail geometry
for Before and Through arrangements with the beam propagating from the 10OX, 1.4
NA oil objective lens, OBJ2. (Not to scale.) Reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry http://www.rsc.org.
3.3.1 Practical design of the silicon trap
Initial construction of the silicon trap was based on the undergraduate trap design
presented in Chapter 2. Various optical designs and layouts were examined includ-
ing horizontally mounted objectives and an elevated bread board for the "through"
illumination and detection optics. These home-built designs offered excellent stabil-
ity and versatility; however, a laser source with sufficient power was unavailable. In
order to best leverage an existing laser, an optical trap design in the laboratory was
used. The optics for the silicon trap were designed to be added on to this existing
OBJ1A
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platform in a modular manner so they could be easily removed for conventional op-
tical trap experiments. The bright field lamp, housing, condenser, detection branch,
and mounting arm were removed from a Nikon TE2000 U inverted microscope. The
detection branch was removed from the condenser and mounted on a 3 axis stage in
the same location where the mounting arm for the bright field microscope source was
attached. The detection branch pointed towards the rear of the microscope instead
of hanging off the right side of the condenser. Detection alignment was simplified by
the 3-axis stage and the stable mounting location reduced vibrational noise.
Thor labs construction rails (66mm cross section) were used to elevate the camera,
lens, dichroic, objective, and partially silvered mirror above the sample stage (CCD,
L1, D2, OBJ1, M1 from Figure 3-6, respectively, visible also from ). A cross arrange-
ment provided a horizontal beam for mounting optics attached to a vertical bar to
adjust the height of the assembly. The upper objective (OBJ1) was mounted to a
X-Y lens mount to enable quick alignment and attached to the base of the horizontal
beam with the L bracket designed for the undergraduate optical trap 2. A single axis
stage was placed between the L bracket and beam base to enable sample focusing
when the setup was used in the "through" geometry. A 30 mm cage cube (Thor labs
C6W) was mounted above the objective and contained a mirror in a 45*. This mirror
is not described on Figure 3-6 and should not be confused with the partially silvered
mirror, M1. The 45' mirror served to direct the optical path horizontally along the
beam. In the applied design, the dichroic mirror, D2, was placed before this mirror,
sitting just above the objective, OBJ1.
Illumination for the "through" geometry was provided by a fiber light with lens
aimed at M1. An iris placed immediately after the lens aided in alignment and
improved illumination. The optimal focusing for silicon images coincided with the tip
of the fibers and a piece of lens tissue was placed after the iris to provide a more diffuse
source. Figure 3-7 shows the version of the instrument used for the measurements
and control experiments detailed in this chapter.
Alignment of the upper branch was greatly simplified by the X-Y mount on the
objective lens. The upper objective (OBJ1) was placed directly above the lower
Figure 3-7: A picture of the silicon optical trap. Note the camera and optics mounted
on the horizontal beam as well as the detector branch mounted at the rear of the
microscope (red tape)
objective (OBJ2) by eye. A glass microscope slide was loaded on the instrument and
the lower lamp (or laser source) was turned on. A piece of lens paper placed over the
back aperture of OBJ1 was used as a screen and the circular image of the illumination
was centered over the back aperture by adjusting the X-Y mount putting the upper
and lower objectives into axial alignment. The three axis stage allowed movement of
D1 above OBJ1 and allowed alignment of the PSD signal. The position of the 450
mirror defined placement of the image on the camera. The partially silvered mirror,
M1, could be adjusted to alter the illumination angle.
For the "before" geometry, little adjustment was necessary. A partially silvered
mirror in a 45* mount was placed below the standard microscope objective (OBJ2)
and the same fiber light used for the upper branch provided illumination.
The primary drawback to the modular design was limited stability. The construc-
tion rails, though solid, were undamped and would vibrate after any adjustment to
the mounted optics was made. This made imaging difficult, particularly when com-
pared to the earlier bread board based designs. However, the independent mounting
of the detection branch provided very stable results, perhaps even more stable then
- - --------
the conventional optical trap mount located on the condenser.
3.3.2 Silicon considerations
Optimally the substrate is double side polished (DSP) for the through geometry.
The ca. 200 pm thickness limit placed on glass coverslips (index of refraction 1.5 at
1064 nm) by the working distance of the 10OX, 1.4 NA Nikon objective is relaxed
for the silicon substrate, as the increased index of refraction of silicon (3.6 at 1064
nm) enables the use of samples up to approximately 800 pm thick as discussed in
Section 3.2. Immersion oil matched to the objective (Cargille type DF) with an index
of refraction of 1.5179 at 546 nm was used. Matching the objective index reduces the
number of interfaces and thus the transmission losses at these boundaries.
3.4 Particle Control
3.4.1 Instrumentation for multiple particle control
To demonstrate the potential for complex particle manipulation and device control
we designed a system to set the position of multiple objects simultaneously. An array
of optical traps positioned at user-defined locations was used to provide simultaneous
particle control. This was implemented using an established method of time sharing
the single beam trap between multiple locations by adjusting beam position with
the AODs at a scan rate of 1 kHz [132]. In practice, the trap beam needed to be
returned to a scan location at a rate faster than the speed with which the trapped
particle could diffuse from the spot. Increasing the scan rate or reducing the number
of particles trapped improved the stiffness of the multiple traps and provided better
control. Scan rate was limited to 1kHz by the Labview software interface (National
Instruments). The AODs can alter positions at a rate of at least 20kHz, greatly
enhancing performance of the multiple traps, but require C++ coding of the interface.
Diffractive optical elements offer an alternative method to create arrays of optical
traps without scanning a single beam between a number of locations. A computer
generated hologram is created on a diffractive optical element altering the wavefront
of a gaussian beam causing it to form any number of trap centers at user defined lo-
cations, including variations in axial positioning. The hologram is not constrained to
forming single point optical traps, but can be adjusted to form lines, annuli, or other
three dimensional shapes enabling control over difficult particle shapes and materials
as well as the ability to impart torques [34]. Future implementation of instrumenta-
tion dedicated to construction and control would benefit from the dynamic control
provided by holographically driven traps.
3.4.2 Demonstration of two dimensional particle control
Two-dimensional control of silica bead arrays was demonstrated in both the before
and through geometry. Beads could be manipulated near regions with deposited layers
or lithographically fabricated features (3-8 a, b). The bead arrangement remained
under trap control while translated, expanded, rotated, or otherwise manipulated
in real time. Object control was restricted by the metallic deposits, which reflect
the 1064 nm laser beam and lead to trap instability. Effective object control was
demonstrated in the through geometry using both a 190 pm thick wafer and a 530
pim thick wafer (3-8 c, d). The reduced trap stiffness due to decreased transmission
in the thicker wafer resulted in greater bead position noise; however, command of the
bead position was still maintained. Increasing the laser power or increasing the AOD
scan frequency could have countered this stiffness loss.
Biological samples, such as cells, could also be positioned offering unique possi-
bilities for tissue design or the investigation of cell signaling measured by fabricated
sensors. We demonstrated array position control of Escherichia coli bacteria trapped
through a 190 pm DSP wafer. Sixteen time-shared traps were used to position the E.
coli cells to form the letters MIT (Figure 3-8e). The cylindrical E. coli was aligned
with the long axis parallel to the direction of beam propagation. B-Lymphocytes with
a diameter of around 10 pm were also trapped and positioned (results not shown).
In addition to specific placement of spherical objects or biological samples, a time-
shared optical trap could manipulate complex particle shapes. Optical traps have
Figure 3-8: (a) Five 2.23 pm beads held in the before geometry near an Al contact
region on a single side polished 600 im P-type wafer with a 1.5 pm Ge layer. (b) Six
2.23 pm beads held in the before geometry next to a lithographically fabricated line
on the same wafer as (a). (c) Six 2.23 pm beads trapped through the <100> face of an
undoped, DSP, 190 pm thick silicon wafer. (d) Five 2.23 pim beads trapped through
the <100> face of an undoped, DSP, 530 pm thick silicon wafer. E) E. coli held in a
16 trap array through the same wafer as in (c). (f) A 20 pm X 20 pm PEG particle
manipulated through the same wafer as in (c). 5 pm scale bars in white for (af).
Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry http://www.rsc.org.
been used to capture non-spherical objects including flat disks, elliptical and disk-
shaped cells, membrane tethers and even bubbles [41,42,55). A 20 pm X 20 im square
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) particle with a 5 pm window fabricated using projection
photolithography in a continuous flow microfluidic system was manipulated using four
traps placed at the corners of the square. [33] Again, real time translational and rota-
tional control was demonstrated when the square particle was trapped in the through
geometry using a 190 pm thick DSP wafer (Figure 3-8f). The limit to the size of the
particle that can be manipulated is governed by trap stiffness and drag forces on the
particle.
Three dimensional control of the objects was possible but not rigorously demon-
strated. The axial position of the trap was constrained by the optics used and could
not be altered independently between time shared traps; however the entire array of
traps could be moved in the axial direction simultaneously.
3.5 Performance characterization
One method to evaluate optical trap functionality in the silicon environment was char-
acterization of the stiffness and position resolution of the instrument. Fully charac-
terizing the optical trap in a silicon environment demonstrated the potential position
and force resolution which could be used for single-molecule measurements or for par-
ticle manipulation. Trap stiffness was evaluated using a common method, the power
spectrum measurement of the Brownian motion of a trapped bead [96]. A silicon flow
chamber was constructed for the assay. A 20 mm X 40 mm segment of silicon wafer
is placed across a 5 mm wide channel created on a 60 mm X 24 mm glass coverslip
using two strips of double-sided tape. This was similar to the glass flow channels de-
scribed in Appendix A.3. Crystallographic orientation of the silicon sample relative
to the polarization of the incoming beam was not rigorously constrained from sample
to sample. A 1: 2 X 105 v/v dilution of 2.23 pm diameter silica beads in water with
0.1% Tween was loaded into the flow chamber for measurement. These beads were
larger than those used in some optical trapping applications, but they allowed easier
visualization in the through geometry. Smaller particles, 560 nm in diameter, were
also successfully trapped. A comparison of trap stiffness to laser power at the trap
focus was measured using both a 190 pm thick undoped DSP silicon wafer flow cell
in both the before and through geometry as well as a control using a standard glass
coverslip (Figure 3-9). All three cases showed similar linear relationships between
laser power at the focus of the trap and stiffness. For the through case, the input
laser power was greatly increased to provide similar power at the focal point due to
losses taken from reflection and absorption by the silicon substrate. The approximate
laser power at the focal point was calculated using a measured transmission efficiency
through the wafer of 40%. The focal point power was limited to ca. 250 mW in the
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Figure 3-9: Stiffness as a function of power transmitted to the focal point of the
optical trap. Silicon samples are undoped, 190 pm, DSP wafers, and glass refers to a
standard microscope coverslip. R2 = 0.96 for the fit. Inset: 10 nm stage driven steps
detected at 500 Hz by back focal plane position detection through an undoped, 190
pm, DSP silicon wafer. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry
http://www.rsc.org.
through geometry due to laser power constraints and to avoid damage to instrument
optics. The 975 nm detection laser transmitted 6% through the 190 pm undoped
wafer, providing ca. 2 mW at the focus, sufficient to accurately determine the posi-
tion of the trapped bead yet not enough to form a significant trap itself. The uniform
behavior in all three cases supported the conclusion that the major reduction in trap
stiffness in the through silicon geometry comes from transmission loss (Figure 3-9).
Precision position measurement is tantamount to both force measurements and
accurate device control and construction. Integrated position sensing in the opti-
cal trap is able to determine the surface height and lateral position of an object
with nanometer-level accuracy as well as tracking trapped object motion with sub-
nanometer accuracy [74]. The ability to place an object with this accuracy is ulti-
mately limited by the overall stability of the instrument and thermal fluctuations of
the object in the trap due to Brownian motion.
To demonstrate the ability to detect position changes through silicon, 2.23 pam
beads were non-specifically attached to the 190 pm thick DSP silicon substrate surface
using a 1 M NaCl buffer solution. A bead was centered in the detection beam and
stepped through the detection zone with a piezo-electric driven stage with uniform
10 nm displacements. Distinct 10 nm steps were present in the calibrated position
trace, highlighting the resolution of the position detection system (Figure 3-9, inset).
3.6 Discussion
Transmitted laser power is directly linked to the performance of the technique while
trapping through a substrate. The wavelength of the laser, the doping of the sample,
and the thickness of the wafer are the major factors in determining the transmitted
laser power. Our selection of trapping wavelength was not optimized for transmission
in silicon. We were motivated to select a trapping wavelength at 1064 nm because it is
commonly used in optical trapping instruments, because there are inexpensive, high-
power, Nd:YAG sources available, and because 1064 nm is at a minimum in the water
absorption curve [98]. Transmission in silicon substrates can be improved by push-
ing the trapping wavelength further into the infra-red, above 1150 nm. The thickness
and doping of the substrate should be selected to maximize the power transmission as
discussed in Section 3.2. Transmitted power is a function of the light absorbed within
the substrate and that reflected at the surface [53]. The absorption in the sample is a
function of the doping of the substrate and the wavelength of light used as well as the
thickness of the sample [53,120]. Optimization of transmission can be obtained by
adjusting unconstrained sample and instrument variables to minimize absorption and
reflection. We constrained the laser wavelength to 1064 nm and, therefore, for a ma-
jority of the measurements, selected a substrate that was undoped and 190 pm thick
to optimize transmission while working in the through geometry. The considerations
based on transmission only apply to the through trapping geometry. Operating the
system in the before arrangement removes the absorbance issues that are present in
the through geometry. Transmission of the detection laser is still necessary if posi-
tion detection is required; however, 24 mW is sufficient to make measurements, and
less transmissive substrates can be accommodated. Besides limiting the transmitted
laser power, the absorption can cause photon-induced currents in devices and may
lead to localized sample heating. The high thermal conductivity of the silicon wafer,
130 W/(mK), the limited absorbance by the water in the sample, and the thermal
conductivity microscope and immersion oil help to limit and abate the absorbed en-
ergy [122]. At 1064 nm with a 190 pm thick undoped wafer, 15% of the input power is
absorbed by the sample. Though precise measurement of the temperature rise at the
beam focus was not obtained, thermocouple measurement of the surface temperature
1 mm away from the focal spot on a 1 cm X 2 cm segment of wafer demonstrated only
a 4'C rise over the 210C room temperature for an input power of 1 W. A conservative
estimate of the laser power at the wafer surface, 3 X 10 W/cm 2 is nearly two orders
of magnitude less than the optical damage threshold of silicon, 1 X 109 W/cm2 [61].
Photon-induced currents can restrict the ability to make concurrent measurements
with on-chip electronic sensors while using the trapping laser. However, this does
not limit sequential manipulation and measurement, construction, fluidic control, or
other applications that do not directly involve an on-chip sensor. Future investigation
into the potential use of laser modulation techniques, like that used to couple opti-
cal trapping and single-molecule fluorescence, may enable some concurrent optical
trapping and measurement applications [22].
3.7 Conclusions
A functional method for integrating optical trapping with the silicon environment
has been demonstrated and evaluated. Other than the non-standard imaging re-
quirements and reduced laser transmission, conventional optical trapping maps well
to this new substrate. Manipulation of objects trapped before or through a wafer has
been realized and precision measurement of force and position, suitable for single-
molecule work, has been attained on these silicon substrates with minimal restriction
on wafer characteristics. Further enhancement of this technology will come through
the development of a layout dedicated to silicon application. This design would in-
clude a trapping wavelength further into the infra-red region to increase transmission,
an improved arrangement for imaging, and optical components which allow multiple
optical traps at varying axial locations. The ability to push, pull, or otherwise ma-
nipulate micrometer and nanometer-scale objects of a variety of shapes using light
represents a broadly applicable tool for interfacing with silicon devices and advancing
a wealth of technologies.
Chapter 4
Probing Peptide - Surface
Adhesion
4.1 Introduction and motivation
The primary focus of this chapter is the design of single molecule assays to probe
interactions at the interface between biology and materials providing unique insights
into adhesion and a step forward in engineering with nature. The development of
these assays for optical traps builds on the instrumentation advances presented in
Chapter 3. The system selected is the attachment between short peptide sequences,
12 amino acids long, and semiconductor surfaces. Our goal is a flexible assay which
can measure the kinetic parameters and adhesion force for any number of sequences
attached to a wide variety of materials. This knowledge will be valuable in furthering
understanding and design where nature is paired with man made materials.
Nature creates from the bottom up, harnessing weak bonds to promote self orga-
nization and self assembly of complex, intricate structures [141]. Whereas traditional
engineering manipulates, designs, and directs, using materials, tools, and environ-
ments not readily available (or desirable) in nature [134]. Yet as engineering reaches
towards the nanoscale, both of these approaches, top-down and bottom-up, will be
important. To harness their power, the methods of self assembly must be better
understood and probed, allowing an imitation of natural processes, while additional
tools are created to provide hands on control of design and fabrication [8,107].
The processes of self and directed assembly can be applied to a vast set of problems,
a subset of which involves the peptide/inorganic interface. Proteins are an integral
part of biomaterial synthesis, composing structure, transporting molecules, and re-
cruiting inorganic molecules to the material [108]. In nature, peptides which bind
inorganic molecules are primarily used to build structural elements, such as bones, or
defensive devices, like shells. Yet, inorganic binding peptides also have great poten-
tial as an industrial tool for self assembly of a limitless variety of devices. Engineers
can exploit these interactions to enhance catalysis, sense and bind chemical agents,
and assemble nanoscale electronics [69,86,87]. Initial work in the field of material
binding peptides has focused on the identification of sequences and the application of
self-assembly to engineering problems. This work seeks to better define the adhesive
characteristics of these peptide sequences using optical trapping techniques so they
can be used and developed as components in engineered designs.
4.1.1 Methods of sequence identification
Current techniques for isolating inorganic binding peptides involve using large expres-
sion libraries in combination with selection and amplification procedures. Three pri-
mary methods of peptide expression are available: phage display, cell surface display,
and ribosome display [108]. In phage display, the peptides of interest are expressed
by the virus head, tail, or coat. A solution of phages expressing the peptide is put
in contact with the material, after an incubation period, the material is washed, and
unbound phages are discarded. Those that bind are amplified and another round of
selection is initiated. When the screening process is finished the phage's expression
vector is sequenced to elucidate the peptide [116]. Cell surface display works with
a screening method similar to phage display, however, a cell is used to express the
peptide sequence on the surface as opposed to a phage [139]. Strains of the yeast
S. cerevisiae are often used for this screening process although this technique is not
restricted them alone [?]. Concerns about interactions with other surface proteins on
either the phage or cell can be averted using a ribosome display system, which works
without a carrier cell or phage, by retaining the peptide on the ribosome after trans-
lation of the mRNA. The peptide displaying ribosomes are selected by binding to a
surface and washing in a similar manner to cell and phage display, and go through
the same amplification and re-screening process. The peptide sequence is obtained
by sequencing the mRNA, which remains attached to the ribosome [51]. Rational de-
sign techniques have also recently been applied to determine selective surface binding
peptides by engineering aptamers with sequences predicted to bind based on previous
experimental results [72,100, 138].
4.1.2 Specificity in binding
One of the most fascinating and elegant features of peptide binding is the specificity
that it exhibits. Material specificity has been demonstrated in one case, isolating
peptides that bind GaAs over Si; however, more impressively, specificity for crystal
face has been observed for GaAs (100 versus 111) [137]. The specificity, both in face
and material, is powerful for producing self-assembling components. These properties
can be exploited using a cell, phage, or protein expressing a specific binding peptide
sequence which can be patterned on to a template surface providing a means of
higher order synthesis [81]. Conversely, peptides that are specific for a material
structure can promote nucleation of the inorganic molecule, as has been observed with
gold and silver [26,93]. The ability to grow small inorganic structures with selective
placement and crystal structure could be valuable to construction, additionally, higher
order, layered structures could be built using a bivalent combination of two specific
peptides [137].
4.1.3 Binding sequences in literature
A large number of binding sequences have been elucidated using the library screening
methods described in Section 4.1.1. Table 4.1 lists a small selection of these sequences,
the materials they were selected against, and references where additional details on
the selection parameters can be found. The following literature sources also contain
extensive lists of peptides: [9,71,105,107].
Sequence Material Reference
AQNPSDNNTHTH GaAs [137]
SEELLVESSAIRSRE CaCO3  [82]
(ALPRGVYKIDSNMH) 9  Au [25]
NPSSLFRYLPSD Ag [93]
RHTDGLRRIAAR Cu 20 [128]
RIGHGRQIRKPL ZnO [128]
SVTQNKY Pd [107]
MDHGKYRQKQATPG Zeolites [109]
MSPHPHPRHHHT SiO 2  [92]
RRTVKHHVN Fe20 3  [24]
RAFIASRRIKRP Polystyrene [73]
Table 4.1: Adhesive peptide sequences to a variety of materials that have previously
been elucidated.
4.1.4 Molecular interactions at the surface
Non-covalent interactions dominate the peptide-surface bond, these include hydropho-
bic interactions, hydrogen bonds, and electrostatic contacts [86,94]. Yet, the precise
mechanism for peptide interaction with the material surface is unknown and is likely
surface dependent. Different surface properties will influence the types of bonds that
will form and will select for peptides possessing complimentary properties. Thai et
al. noted that two classes of ZnO and Cu2O binders exist: peptides that exhibit pos-
itive and hydrophilic groups and those with more neutral and hydrophobic moieties.
Material specific traits were apparent in the peptide sequences, such as a RXRR
motif for Cu2 0 and RXXRK for ZnO, where X is any amino acid [128]. Whaley et
al. described an increase in polar functional and Lewis-base functional groups dur-
ing selection for GaAs(100) binding, however explicitly noted that "The basis of the
selective binding, whether it is chemical, structural or electronic, is still under investi-
gation" [137]. Goede and coworkers extended the examination of one of the peptides
in the study conducted by Whaley et al., and observed binding to GaAs and doped
AlGai_,As surfaces. They noted a correlation between the Pauling electronegativ-
ity and binding, but dismissed dependence on the lattice constant [44]. Molecular
dynamics studies with Au have noted periodic hydroxyl locations in concert with
the FCC lattice spacing, suggesting that sequence dependent structure of the pep-
tide as well as its orientation to the material surface are important parameters in
binding [23,70]. With the myriad of surfaces and enormous peptide sequence space,
it is difficult to expect a single interaction to dominate all attachments. However,
understanding which features mediate material and peptide interactions in specific
instances can help lead to better rational design techniques.
4.1.5 Surface adhesion measurements
Techniques like atomic force microscopy (AFM), quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),
surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and sum frequency generation vibrational spec-
troscopy (SFG) have been used to quantify adhesions of peptides measuring both
force and affinity [9]. Bulk measurements for surface coverage rates have often been
used to probe these interactions. AFM imaging of surface segments has been used
to determine the rate of peptide coverage and information about the orientation of
adhesion [30,44,89,121]. QCM also has provided surface coverage information and in
some cases kinetic parameters for a variety of surfaces [30,32,89,106,124,125].
Measurements of the adhesion force have been much less common and have all
used atomic force microscopy (Table 4.2). Even less prevalent are those in the single-
molecule regime which can extract both adhesion force and kinetic parameters. An
excellent measurement from Sanghvi et. al. probed the adhesive strength of chlorine
doped polypyrrole (PPyCl) with a 12 amino acid peptide elucidated using phage dis-
play [104]. The measured interaction strength was 112 pN but the experiment was not
explicitly controlled for single molecule adhesions, nor were kinetic rates determined
from the force data. Ferritin interactions have also been studied with AFM, probing
adhesion to Ti, Si, MuOH, and Au with interactions ranging from 0.25 to 2 nN [52].
However, the ferritin protein has 24 subunits and is over 20kDa in size suggesting
even though the interactions measured were between a single ferritin and the surface
they likely were comprised of more than one subunit [112,129]. Another AFM assay
probed the adhesion of anerobic sulfate reducing bacteria to steel, Al, and Cu and
Molecule Surface Rupture Force Loading Rate Reference
THRTSTLDYFVI PPyClt 112 t 39 pN 6 nN/s [104]
Ferritin Ti, Si, MuOH, Au 0.25 - 2 nN 2 nN/s [52]
Bacteria Steel, Al, Cu 0.5-6 nN 48 nN/s [114]
DOPAt Ti 805 t 131 pN 60 nN/s [80]
Table 4.2: Adhesive force measurements in literature. tChlorine doped polypyrrole.
t3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.
noted forces up to 6nN [114]. A verified single molecule measurement of an adhesive
amino acid was demonstrated by Lee et. al. where the mechanics of mussel adhesion
were probed. Mussels produce and unusual amino acid 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine
(DOPA), a modification of tyrosine, which adheres at high strength to both organic
and inorganic surfaces. A single DOPA molecule in a reduced state was adhered to
an AFM tip with a polyethylene glycol linker and was found to rupture from titanium
at 805 pN [80].
The rupture forces measured in the AFM experiments are nearly all outside of the
range of an optical trap; however, the AFM loading rates are in the tens of nN/s and
a loading rate in the tens of pN/s, where optical trap assays operate, would reduce
the rupture force significantly.
A focused single molecule measurement allows the extraction of kinetic parameters
including the off rate and the transition state distance using theoretical models [36,58].
While measuring adhesion complexes composed of multiple bonds can give insight to
the avidity of an interaction it limits the ability to discern heterogeneity within a
population. Additionally, the single molecule parameters can be used to understand
the avidity of an interaction by defining the individual adhesion characteristics.
4.2 General assay goals
An optical trap based assay for peptide-surface adhesions can be decomposed into
two primary parts. First the development of a tethering system to attach the peptide
to a handle which the optical trap can manipulate-optimally a glass or polystyrene
microsphere. The second is the construction of a flow chamber assay which promotes
Peptide Sequence Bulk (P.A.C.)
F02 KRHKQKTSRMGK 6.7 ± 1.3f
K1 GKGKGKGKGKGK 7.7 ± 1.5f
K2 GGKKGGKKGGKK 5.4 i 0.6f
K3 GGGKKKGGGKKK 1.1 i 0.1f
A08 RSGRRRSHHRL N/A
Table 4.3: Peptides probed with optical force spectroscopy. The N-terminal CGG
used for chemical linkage to the tether is not shown. tBulk percent area coverage
values from Krauland et. al. [71,72]
specific interactions between the peptide and the selected surface while reducing or
eliminating non-specific binding. The overall goal is to design a complete assay that
is both accurate and flexible, enabling measurements of adhesion with a variety of
peptides on a wealth of material surfaces (Figure 4-1).
The following discussion is broken into a section on tether design, evaluating three
different options for constructing the linkage between the bead and the peptide, and
a second section evaluating two material systems, R-plane sapphire and amorphous
borosilicate glass in a final assay for adhesion measurement.
4.2.1 Sapphire and glass binding peptides
Sapphire was selected as the initial substrate due to extensive bulk and molecular
dynamics studies of peptide binding [71,72]. A set of strong sapphire A and R face
binding peptides were isolated using yeast surface display. Enhancement of positive
amino acids (R, H, K) was noted. One of these evolved sequences, F02, was selected
for force spectroscopy (Table 4.3). The work in Krauland et. al. went beyond
simple sequence elucidation and engineered sequences which would bind sapphire and
measured relative adhesion of those sequences in bulk assays. Engineered sequences
maintained the enrichment of positive amino acids but altered grouping and spacing to
determine the impact on adhesion [72]. Bulk validation of the engineered peptides K1,
K2, and K3 provided aditional test sequences for the optical trap assay. Additional
examination of binding mechanism of these peptides was undertaken using molecular
dynamics simulations [70].
A second substrate, glass, was also of interest due to the ease of assay design for
the optical trap. A universal binding sequece, A08, has been shown to adhere to CdS,
SiO 2 , Al, Pt and was predicted to bind to glass (Table 4.3) [71].
4.3 Tether development
4.3.1 Overview
The key to tether selection rests in finding a linker which is easy to manipulate
chemically. The tether needs to be hetero-bi-functional, so that one terminus can be
linked specifically to the bead and the other attached with complementary specificity
to the peptide. While the linker needs specificity for attachment at the ends, it also
must not interact with the surface, assuring that measured adhesions are between the
peptide and the surface rather than the tether and the surrounding environment.
4.3.2 Tether types
DNA, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and viral tether options were considered for this
assay. DNA has been extensively used for tethering in single molecule studies. It
has been used as a simple tether, exemplified by an assay that attached fluorescein
to a bead with a 1010 base pair long DNA strand so that the antibody-antigen
interaction could be probed [37]. In many cases DNA has been the molecule studied
in assay, or has acted as the substrate for an enzyme of interest [5, 77,126]. The
length and end functionalization of DNA can be controlled through the selection of
appropriate primers and templates during synthesis. DNA can be quickly synthesized
to specific lengths and amplified to high concentration with excellent purity in any
lab with a PCR machine and a centrifuge. However, DNA has a negatively charged
backbone, limiting usefulness on materials with a positive surface charge or promoting
interaction with positively charged peptides.
PEG has been extensively used to passivate surfaces, reducing or eliminating non-
specific binding [50,102,119]. It has also found extensive use as an agent for improving
Figure 4-1: A cartoon of the basic tether layout used for the assay to probe peptide
adhesion to material surfaces. The bead (blue) is trapped by the optical tweezers (red
hourglass). The peptide (orange) is adhered to the material surface and attached to
the bead via a linker. A specific chemical linkage (purple) attaches the linker to the
bead. Cartoon not to scale.
drug delivery and altering the kinetics of pharmaceutical metabolism in the body
[140]. It has been successfully used as a tether in single molecule studies [80]. Though
not a molecule that can be synthesized readily in the average laboratory, it can be
purchased in a variety of lengths with a wide variety of terminator functionalization.
The length of PEG tethers can be determined from the molecular weight (MW). The
distribution of molecular weights, or polydispersity, define how narrow a length range
would be present in a sample. PEG has no charge, making it an excellent choice
for a range of surfaces; however, certain MW ranges have limited solubility in water,
providing some challenges in biologically relevant buffers.
The final tether candidate, the M13 virus, can be considered more unique and
a relative stranger to the single molecule world. Recent investigation of the M13's
mechanical properties in a single molecule stretching study have prompted considera-
tion as a tether [65]. The genome for the filamentous bacteriaphage codes for specific
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coat proteins covering the majority of the cylindrical virus (g8p), as well as minor
coat proteins on the head and tail of the virus (g3p, g9p). Each of these proteins
can be modified by altering the viral genome. Appending a binding peptide to the
g8p coat protein has enabled the nucleation of semiconductors and construction of
nanowires [95]. Work by Khalil et. al. demonstrated the ability to functionalize the
g3p protein with biotin so that it could attach to beads [65]. Unlike PEG or DNA
which would be chemically attached to a commercially synthesized peptide, the virus
could be genetically modified to express the sequence on the g3p. Unfortunately, the
virus produces five copies of the g3p protein, yielding five copies of the peptide and
a multiple attachment point rather than a single peptide adhesion.
4.3.3 Assay development and evaluation
A basic binding assay was used to evaluate the potential tethering systems and the
potential for producing functional single molecule tethers. R-plane sapphire and the
F02 peptide were selected as the trial system. This selection was motivated by an
extensive evaluation of sapphire binding peptides in bulk and in silico, enabling the
potential verification of single molecule level studies [70-72]. Each tether assay was
evaluated for two primary requirements. First, the assay had to demonstrate specific
attachment, indicating that the peptide-conjugated tether would bind to a surface and
a non peptide-conjugated tether would not adhere. Secondly, the assay had to show
concentration dependent adhesion. As the number of peptide tethers attached to a
bead was increased, a larger number of beads should become adhered to the selected
surface. A tether assay that displayed both specific attachment and concentration
dependent adhesion was a suitable candidate for further development into a single
molecule assay.
4.3.4 Sapphire flow cells
Square lin. x lin. R-plane sapphire substrates were purchased from Valley Design
with a 100/80 scratch/dig surface polish. Slides were labeled with a lower case "a"
and an identification number to allow discrimination between sides and individual
slips. Due to the birefringence of sapphire for transmission normal to the R-plane,
a trap could not be formed by transmission of the laser beam, thus, flow cells were
constructed so that the sapphire substrate was on the top surface and the height
of the flow channel was approximately 10 pm. Two flow channels were constructed
on one sapphire coverslip providing an internal control for cleanliness and reducing
the number of sapphire slips necessary. Three strips of Nitto-Denko 5601 ultra thin
double-sided tape were placed along the long axis of a 22mm X 60mm glass coverslip
forming the two channels. A sapphire coverslip was affixed with the "a' side down
on top of the tape to close the flow channels (Figure 4-2, Appendix A.6). All sample
loading, incubation, and buffer exchanges were done with this "double coverslip"
construct. When the sample preparation was finished, this construct was attached to
a normal glass slide using a double thickness of scotch removable double sided tape
(Figure 4-2).
A Slide
Covershp Ul Thin Tape Sapphire Slip
B -- ---------------
*--------------------a
Figure 4-2: A) Side view of the flow cell with the glass slide on top, attached to
the coverslip with double sided removable tape (grey). Sapphire coverslip (purple)
attached to glass coverslip with Nitto Denko 5601 10pim tape (green). Beads attached
to sapphire (red). B) Top view of sapphire flow cell with two channels isolated with
the ultra thin tape (green). One channel would be used for the experiment, the other
as a control channel.
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Sapphire slips were re-used, and had to be separated from the flow channels and
extensively cleaned. A one hour sonication in alconox removed the glass slide from the
the flow channel construct. Further sonication in acetone separated the sapphire slip.
An additional wash in alconox was performed prior to a thirty minute submersion
in piranha (3:1 H2 SO 4 / H2 0 2 ). A final rinse in ethanol and a 30 minute dry time
in a 90*C oven completed the cleaning procedure. For additional specifications and
cautionary information about the piranha consult Appendix A.5.
4.3.5 PEG tether and assay design
Since our lab was unfamiliar with PEG as a single molecule tether, a toy system was
first employed to provide experience with the new molecule. Previous experiments
probed the adhesion between a-fluorescein and fluorescein using a DNA tether [37].
Hetero-bi-functional PEG was available terminated with fluorescein and a NHS ester
(NHS-mPEG-FITC) and this was used in place of the DNA tethers. The NHS-mPEG-
FITCwas dissolved in DMSO and ethanol, then diluted to desired molar ratios to
provide various bead coverage before being combined with amine coated beads as
described in Appendix A.9. PEG to bead attachment occurred during a 2 hour
incubation while the sample was rotated at 4*C. The PEGylated beads were pelleted
and resuspended in PBST for assay use.
The fluorescein-PEG coated beads were tested for specific attachment and concen-
tration dependent adhesion using an antibody binding assay as described in Appendix
A.10. The a-fluorescein 4-4-20 antibody was incubated on a standard etched glass
coverslip for 20 minutes. A PBS buffer with 1mg/mL casein was loaded in and in-
cubated for 5 minutes to block the surface. The fluorescein-PEG coated beads were
introduced to the flow chamber and allowed to bind for 30 minutes. Unbound beads
were washed out with PBS buffer with 1mg/mL casein. Surface adhesion was evalu-
ated using visual inspection with light microscopy.
Peptide conjugation using PEG was also evaluated. PEG tethers were constructed
using NHS ester-amine and maleimide-cysteine chemistry providing specific attach-
ment at both ends of the tether. Hetero-bifunctional PEG molecules with a terminal
NHS group and a terminal maeimide group (NHS-mPEG-MAL) allowed attachment
to an amine coated polystyrene microspheres on one side and a cysteine conjugated
commercially prepared peptide on the other side. Appendix A.9 details the specific
procedure for peptide to PEG tether attachment. The protocol in Appendix A.11 de-
tails the PEG-F02 to sapphire adhesion assay. A casein blocking system was used with
this PEG experiment. Peptide-PEG functionalized beads were incubated in 1mg/mL
casein PBST for one half hour, introduced into a sapphire flow cell, incubated for an
additional half hour, then fianlly washed with 1mg/mL casein PBST.
4.3.6 DNA tether and assay design
DNA tethers, 3500 base pairs (bp) in length were syntehsized via PCR using a biotin
conjugated forward primer (5' - Biotin - AAT CCG CTT TGC TTC TGA CT - 3') and
an amine conjugated reverse primer (5' - Amine - TTG AAA TAC CGA CCG TGT
GA - 3') on a M13mp18 plasmid. PCR amplification, subsequent purification, and
gel verification are detailed in Appendices A.7 and A.8. DNA could be conjugated to
selected peptides via the terminal amine group using a sulfo-SMCC linker. The sulfo-
SMCC linked an amine reactive N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS ester) to a sulfhydryl-
reactive maleimide group. Thus commercially synthesized peptide containing an N-
terminal cysteine could be directly linked to the DNA as described in the protocol
listed in Appendix A.13. The F02 sequence was ordered from SynBioSci with an N-
terminal cysteine (full sequence CGGKRHKQKTSRMGK) to provide the necessary
sulfhydryl group. This same modification was applied to any peptide conjugated
with a maleimide. The terminal biotin on the DNA provided specific attachment to
streptavidin coated beads.
A basic assay for peptide adhesion using DNA tethers and casein blocking protein
has been provided in Appendix A.14. The initial choice of blocking agent for the
DNA tethers was casein, as this milk protein has been used as a blocking agent in
similar assays [5]. The DNA tethered peptide was attached to the beads at desired
molar ratios (typically 20:1 DNA/peptide:bead) and incubated for two hours. Then
the beads were pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended in a 1mg/ml solution of
casein in PBST and incubated for half an hour at room temperature. The now
tethered and blocked beads were once again pelleted and resuspended in 1mg/ml
casein before loading on to a sapphire flow channel. Beads were incubated in the
flow channel for one half hour. After incubation, slides were flushed with 1mg/mL
casein in PBST buffer. A control using the same DNA:bead ratio was prepared under
identical conditions using non-peptide conjugated DNA and loaded into the second
flow channel on the slide.
Initial results on the above described assay showed nearly zero binding in con-
trol samples with high molar ratios of non-peptide conjugated DNA to beads. This
prompted testing and adoption of a DNA blocking methodology for samples. In this
procedure, detailed in Appendix A.15, the DNA-peptide:bead mixture was spiked
with concentrated non-peptide-conjugated DNA after 1.5 hours of incubation. The
non-functionalized DNA was allowed to cover the remainder of the bead surface to
prevent non-specific binding. DNA coated beads were pelleted and resuspended in
a PBST buffer before loading in the sapphire flow channel. Again, a half an hour
incubation in the flow channel was used for attachment followed by a PBST wash to
remove unattached beads. The blocking DNA was tried at a variety of lengths, 3500
bp, 1010 bp, 200 bp, and 100 bp. Relevant PCR primers for each length are listed in
Appendix B. The 200 bp sample was selected for use.
The number of attached beads was obtained by visual inspection using conven-
tional light microscopy and a 10OX objective. The field of view observed was 167 im
by 108 pm .
4.3.7 M13 results
A M13 bacteriophage expressing a biotin on the g9p and a DNA binding domain
(Zinc finger motif) on the g3p , generously provided by Ahmed Khalil of the Belcher
laboratory at MIT, was used as a non surface-binding test for initial evaluation of the
phage tether option. The M13 phage demonstrated minimal adhesion to a sapphire
surface when compared to uncoated avidin beads. Almost no adhesion was present
when casein blocking protein was incubated on the beads after phage attachment
(Figure 4-3).
Figure 4-3: Non-specific attachment of phage with a g3p zinc finger motif on the
R-plane of sapphire with and without incubation in a PBST and 1mg/mL casein
blocking buffer. N=10, field of view was 167 pm by 108 pm .
4.3.8 PEG tether and assay design results
The initial results of PEG tethering using the fluorescein PEG and a-fluorescein 4-
4-20 antibodies attached to a glass slide indicated that adjustment of the fluorescein
PEG:bead ratio did not have a notable effect on surface coverage as desired even
though non-fluorescein conjugated beads did not bind to the surface. A similar num-
ber of beads were attached to the surface under each concentration even under 100 fold
increase in the surface concentration of the antibody. Additionally, most of the beads
wobbled on the surface so distinction of an approach to a single molecule concentra-
tion was not possible using methods similar to Block et. al. 19]. The antibodies used
were from an old stock and and the possibility of degredation over time leading to a
lack of antibody functionality existed. The antibodies were shown to be functional
using DNA tethered fluorescein successfully in an alternate assay (Assay detailed in
Appendix A.12). A flow cytometry assay was used to evaluate the surface attach-
ment of the fluorescein PEG to the beads. Five decades of bead to fluorescein-PEG
ratios from 1:1700 to 1:0.17 were examined for florescence intensity at the fluorescein
emission wavelength of 530 nm (Figure 4-4).
Figure 4-4: The measured fluorescence in arbitrary units (A.U.) of beads analyzed
by flow cytometry for ranging bead to PEG monomer ratios.
Florescence response was only detectable at the two largest concentrations, demon-
strating that the attachment procedure was functional but that low PEG:bead ratios
were below the detection threshold of the flow cytometer or were not attached suc-
cessfully.
Tests using F02 linked PEG on beads incubated on sapphire displayed the same
lack of concentration dependent adhesion observed with the fluorescein system. How-
ever, as with the fluorescein PEG, specific adhesion was demonstrated, as control
beads lacking the conjugated F02 peptide did not adhere as heavily to the surface as
those with the F02 peptide. In the abscence of casein, non-peptide conjugated PEG
coated beads bound to the surface of sapphire.
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4.3.9 DNA tether and assay design results
The DNA tether system showed excellent specific attachment results in tests on sap-
phire (Figure 4-5). Beads with the adhesive F02 peptide showed greater surface
coverage than the avidin coated beads alone, beads with a control peptide (HA),
beads with the linker molecule (SMCC) attached without a peptide, and beads with
just the amine terminated DNA.
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Figure 4-5: Number of beads adhered to the R-plane sapphire surface (beads per field
of view, FOV) with respect tot the DNA terminator used. F02 is the sapphire binding
peptide with the sequence KRHKQKTSRMGK, NH2 is a terminal amine on the DNA,
SMCC is the linker molecule sulfosuccinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-
1-carboxylate attached to the primary amine, and HA is a control peptide with the
sequence YPYDVPDYA. All DNA to bead ratios were 4000:1. Cas is 1 mg/ml casein.
With the addition of 1mg/ml casein blocking protein, the F02 conjugated beads
still bound better than those without the adhesive peptide.
The extremely reduced binding of amine terminated DNA to the surface prompted
the replacement of the casein blocking protein with amine terminated DNA. Concen-
tration dependent binding was observed in the DNA-F02 system (Figure 4-6). A DNA
to bead ratio around 10:1 was optimal for minimizing the number of stuck beads while
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provinding a few wobbling samples. A wobbling bead was defined as any one exhibit-
ing diffusive motion. Stuck beads reflected a large number of tethers adhering the
bead to the surface whereas a wobbling bead suggested a limited number of adhesion
points and was used as an indicator to drive the assay to the single molecule limit.
Figure 4-6: Bar graph: Number of beads per field of view (FOV) stuck to the surface
or wobbling (indicating attachment by a single or few tethers). Error bars reflect
standard deviation. Right axis and diamonds: percent of beads wobbling at each
DNA to bead ratio.
4.3.10 Tether and assay development discussion
The PEG studies provided dissapointing results. Specific demonstration of concen-
tration dependent surface attachment was not demonstrated in either the fluorescein
test system on the F02-sapphire assay. PEG attachment to the beads was verified by
flow cytometry as well as through visual inspection of beads coated at higher PEG
concentrations.
The low persistence length of PEG, around 0.38 ± 0.002 nm, may have caused
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limited accessibility of the terminal maleimide for conjugation when linked to the
peptide [67]. This may also have prevented the F02-peptide terminated end from
binding to the sapphire surface, or the fluorescein terminated end from binding o-
fluorescein. Additionally, it was difficult to get PEG with a long contour length. Most
samples used were either 5 kDa or 10 kDa in weight corresponding to contour lengths
of 50 nm and 100 nm respectively. Regardless, adhesion of non-peptide conjugated
PEG coated beads to the sapphire surface indicates that the PEG was a poor tether
option for the proposed study. PEG may still be a useful tether molecule for charged
surface interactions, but further improvement to the PEG peptide conjugation assay
provided in Appendix A.11 would be necessary.
The phage offered a promising tether option as it blocked non-specific attachment
to the sapphire surface. Unfortunately the inability to successfully clone the F02
sequence into the g9p left the question of specific adhesion and concentration depen-
dent attachment unanswered. Other researchers have demonstrated success using the
phage as a tethering system [65]. As the viral display technique is used to initially
isolate the binding sequences for many materials it is an obvious, pre-existing tether
option. Yet, single molecule limitations are ever present with this system due to the
multiplicity of expression in the g9p and g3p. This multiplicity could be overcome
in a combined system with DNA where the g9p expresses a zinc finger sequence and
could be used to bind to a DNA tether which would be in turn attached to the surface
adhesive peptide. However, before approaching a combined phage/DNA tether a well
designed and working DNA tethering system would be a valuable starting point.
The DNA tether results suggest that it was the best option for building a single
molecule assay with sapphire as it showed selective attachment as well as concentra-
tion dependent adhesion. Additionally, the experiments showed two effective blocking
molecules, casein and non-peptide conjugated DNA. Extensive use of DNA in single
molecule assays, specific control over tether length, and simple sythensis provided
supporting arguments for adoption as the tethering molecule.
4.4 Single molecule unbinding assays
Two material surfaces were evaluated with the DNA tethering system designed and
discussed in the previous sections. The sapphire system which was focused on in
tether development served as a test surface for multiple peptide sequences to provide
verification of measurements with bulk data. A second surface, glass, was also used to
determine how flexible the tether and assay design was by integrating a new peptide
and a new surface. The DNA assays developed when investigating tether options were
further refined to reach the single molecule limit and to define instrument protocols
for measurement.
4.4.1 Rupture event acquisition and analysis
The uniform tether length provided by the DNA was a quantitative internal control
for single tether adhesion. The tether could be stretched at low force, about 0.05
pN/nm, in orthogonal directions parallel to the material surface. This helped center
the optical trap above the point of adhesion and provided an initial calculation of
the length and symmetry of the tether (Figure 4-7). Asymmetric tethers were not
evaluated.
After centering, the trap force was increased to around 0.25 pN/nm and the tether
stretched to cause a rupture of the peptide-surface adhesion. Position and stiffness
calibration of the trap were evaluated twice for each bead so that errors during cal-
ibration did not void results. The distance between the starting location for loading
and the point of rupture was calculated as the tether length. This could be compared
to the projected tether length, x, defined by the DNA construct, 1, bead radius, r,
and height of the bead from the surface, h (Figure 4-8, Equation 4.1).
x = (l + r) 2 - (r + h)2  (4.1)
To be considered a single molecule tether, the measured length had to be within
200 nm of the projected length. The margin of error was due to the accuracy in-
volved with pinpointing the center of the tether prior to a pull. Each individual
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Figure 4-7: A) Cartoon depicting how a bead (open circle) is centered above the pep-
tide adhesion point (x) by scanning the tether in orthogonal directions. The centering
process is repeated at least twice to refine the center point position. B) A cartoon
of the voltage trace from the detector during the scan giving an approximate tether
length and locating the center of the tether between the maximum and minimum.
Figure 4-8: Cartoon of the projected tether length, x, with respect to the height of
the bead from the surface, h, the tether length, 1, and the bead radius, r.
unbinding event measured was examined to determine if it was a break of a single
peptide adhesion. A break which had one distinct maximum and returned directly to
baseline exemplified a single molecule. Multiple peaks which did not return to base-
line suggested multiple tethers attaching the bead to the surface. For single molecule
measurement, an individual measurement of the unbinding force was insufficient to
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characterize the system. A ensemble of ruptures was accumulated for each peptide-
surface interaction in order to characterize unbinding force and kinetic parameters
which could then be compared to bulk experiments.
The overall assay was evaluated by examining the ensemble distributions of single
molecule ruptures that were obtained and comparing extracted kinetic parameters to
those currently available in the literature. A qualitative examination of the distribu-
tion shape gave clues to both the cleanliness of the measurement and to the existence
or absence of multiple binding conformations. A single tight peak in the distribution
predicts a single attachment orientation to the surface. A much broader distribu-
tion, either lacking a discernible peak or containing multiple peaks could indicate an
interaction with multiple binding conformations or a contaminant in the system.
Rupture force distributions can be fit to various models to extract information
about the rate of unbinding and the reaction coordinate. The two models used in
this discussion were that of Evans and Ritchie and that of Hummer and Szabo [36,58].
Both models fit the rupture force probability distribution to find the off rate, key,
and the distance to the transition state, x1. In addition, the Hummer-Szabo model
extracts kin, the effective spring constant of the molecular spring.
Analysis of unbinding traces was done in MATLAB and can be found in Appendix
C.1. In brief, the voltage traces were converted to position and force values. The X
and Y positional data were rotated so that all unbinding displacement and force
occurred along a single axis. The user selected the first unbinding event in a trace by
marking it off with cursors, and highlighted a segment of this sample to be used as
the background value for baseline adjustment.
The event was adjusted for the background offset, and the user was allowed to
select a segment directly preceding the rupture to fit for loading rate. A measurement
of the distance travelled from the tether center to the rupture point provided the
tether length. The user was prompted to rate the event qualitatively, examining for a
plateau or multiple tether related unbinding signatures (multiple peaks not returning
to baseline). The user also selected which calibration file was to be used for the final
values. Each event was saved independently, with files for the position calibrated trace
and force calibrated trace. A master data file for the event stored all the extracted
parameters and linked to the original trace and calibration files. In the case of the
sapphire, where rebinding could occur, the user could evaluate additional ruptures in
the trace using a similar manner.
All unbinding events were pooled and binned into a histogram. The histogram was
converted to the probability distribution function by dividing by the total number
of events and bin width. The probability distribution could then be fit to either the
Evans-Ritchie or Hummer-Szabo model.
The off rate values obtained from the models were compared to previous literature
values and estimates. This comparison, in addition to the internal length control, a
non-peptide conjugated control, and analysis of the break shape were used to evaluate
assay performance and accuracy.
4.4.2 Sapphire adhesion assay
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Figure 4-9: A) Incubation of beads with 3500 bp DNA (red). B) Coating beads with
200bp DNA (green) to prevent non specific adhesion. C) Attachment to sapphire
surface (purple, top). D) Unbound beads removed by buffer exchange.
Tethers on sapphire were formed as described in Appendix A.15. In brief, sapphire
tethers were formed using 3500 bp hetero-functional DNA as described during tether
development. The F02, K1, K2, and K3 peptides were conjugated using the protocol
in Appendix A.13. The 3500 bp peptide conjugated DNA was mixed at a molar
ratio of 20:1 with 0.8 psm streptavidin coated microspheres in PBST and incubated
for 1.5 hours (Figure 4-9 A). A concentrated solution of 200 bp DNA ( > 30 ng/pL)
functionalized with biotin and NH2 was used to block the remaining avidin sites on
the bead and prevent non-specific adhesion to the sapphire surface (Figure 4-9 B).
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The beads were introduced into the sapphire flow cell constructed as described in
section 4.3.4 and Appendix A.6 (Figure 4-9 C). A control sample which followed an
identical preparation but used 3500 bp DNA not conjugated to a peptide was also
loaded on to the same sapphire slide. The beads were incubated on the flow channel
for thirty minutes to allow for attachment. The unbound beads were washed away
with PBST buffer (Figure 4-9 D).
Slides were loaded on an optical trap and unbinding measurements were taken.
Due to the optical properties of sapphire, all trapping occurred at the top surface.
Tethers were centered in both axis parallel to the surface to position the trap directly
over the point of peptide adhesion (Figure 4-7). Centering was done at a low trap
stiffness, 0.03 pN/nm, to prevent premature unbinding. For the unbinding measure-
ments of the F02 peptide, an average stiffness of 0.28 pN/nm was set. This was
minimally decreased to 0.24 pN/nm for the K1 peptide. Loading was done with the
PI stage at 70 nm/s (The set stage rate was 100 nm/s). All loading was done in
the number 2 stage axis. The in line analog filter had a 30 dB gain on the output
and a 30 kHz roll off on the low pass filter. The data acquisition rate was 200 Hz
and a lower roll off frequency would have reduced noise during acquisition. Upon
rupture, the bead was calibrated for position giving voltage to nanometer calibration
coefficients. The stiffness was calibrated using the variance method. The calibration
was repeated to ensure accurate results as the bead would occasionally bounce on
the surface and throw off a calibration. On average, about forty measurements were
taken on a slide in the span of 3-4 hours. Of these events, about half proved suitable
following analysis.
4.4.3 A08 adhesion assay
The glass assay was slightly different than the sapphire, the changes motivated by
the sapphire results and previous single molecule experiments on glass surfaces. The
assay followed a more traditional single molecule arrangment, with the tethers formed
on the lower coverglass surface of the flow cell. However, casein was necessary as a
blocking protein in this arrangement. The assay was "inverted" to reduce interaction
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Figure 4-10: A) 3500 bp DNA (red) incubated on etched coverslips. B) 1mg/mL
casein PBST buffer flowed in to block surface. At the same time beads resuspended
in 1mg/mL casein PBST. C) Beads loaded into flow channel and allowed to bind
DNA. D) Final wash with 1mg/mL casein PBST to remove unbound beads.
between the DNA conjugated peptide tethers and the beads. In brief, the 3500 bp
tethers were loaded onto a standard glass flow channel made with an etched glass
coverslip (Figure 4-10 A) (Appendices A.3 and A.16). The DNA tethered peptide
was incubated for one hour, then the surface blocked with 1mg/ml casein for half an
hour (Figure 4-10 B). Streptavidin coated 0.8pm beads, also incubated with casein
were flowed in and allowed to attach to the tethers (Figure 4-10 C). A final wash with
1mg/mL casein PBST removed unbound beads (Figure 4-10 D).
The slide was loaded on the instrument and examined exactly as the sapphire
with the exception that the beads were trapped at the bottom surface and offset
axially 500nm into solution before measurement. The average stiffness was similar
to sapphire, set at 0.03 pN/nm for the centering stretch and 0.26 pN/nm during an
unbinding pull. Traces were processed in MATLAB as described in section 4.4.1.
4.4.4 Sapphire adhesion results
Figure 4-11 details a representative unbinding trace of either the K1 or F02 peptide
attached to a R-plane sapphire.
The trace has been cropped to show the initial break (Figure 4-11 label A) and
two rebinding-rupture events (Figure 4-11 label B). The distance to the initial rupture
point provided tether length data. The length averaged 943 ± 412 nm for the F02
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Figure 4-11: F02 peptide ruptured from the R-plane of sapphire. A) Initial unbinding
point. B) Rebinding to the surface and subsequent rupture of the peptide. Dashed
line overlays loading rate fit.
tethers and 953 t 414 nm for the K1 tethers. Since the average length was far
below the predicted projected length, it was not used as a factor for discarding data
unless the break distance exceeded 2300 nm. All events used to build the ensemble
distribution exhibited a clean break to baseline. Over 200 F02 and 150 K1 events
were analized and cut down to 96 F02 and 74 K1 events by eliminating those with
long tether distances or breaks that did not return to baseline in order to construct
the probability distribution in Figure 4-12
The average rupture force for F02 was 5.04 i 3.98 pN, nearly 1.5 times that of
K1 at 3.4 i 3.28 pN. Fits to the Evans-Ritchie and Hummer-Szabo models gave
consistent kff and xz values for each peptide as listed in Table 4.4.
The kff values were nearly identical between the peptides, but the transition
state distance was 3.2 times larger in K1 reflecting the more narrow distribution.
Rupture attempts for the K2 and K3 peptides were unsuccessful as tethers were
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Figure 4-12: F02 (red bars) and K1(blue bars) - sapphire probability distribution
with Evans-Ritchie (dashed line) and Hummer-Szabo (solid line) fit overlaid.
F02 K1 A08
Force (pN) 5.04 ± 3.98 3.40 i 3.28 6.06 i 1.90
Loading Rate (pN/s) 4.28 i 1.57 3.18 + 1.70 2.17 i 0.79
# Events 74 96 74
Evans-Ritchie
koff (s-1) 0.41 0.36 0.030
xt (nm) 0.86 2.78 2.37
Hummer-Szabo
koff (s- 1) 0.40 0.29 0.025
xt (nm) .93 2.87 2.39
km (nm-1) 207.1 207.1 1034.4
Table 4.4: Kinetic parameter fits for F02, K1, and A08 peptide adhesion.
rarely present using the assay described, and those which did form broke at forces
within instrument noise.
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4.4.5 Glass binding results
Figure 4-13 details a representative rupture event of the A08 peptide attached to
an etched coverslip. Because of the surface blocking with casein, rebinding events
occurred rarely and were discarded. The trace in Figure 4-13 started from the trap
off state and had the stage position overlaid so the point where the trap was turned
on (label A), and the point where loading began (label B) were visible.
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Figure 4-13: A08 peptide ruptured from an etched coverglass. At point A, the trap is
turned on and the bead position variance decreases. At point B, the stage begins to
move and the tether is loaded and stretched. Stage position is x 100, traveling from
-1500 nm to 0 nm.
Unlike sapphire where the beads were blocked by DNA, the tether length values
on glass with a casein blocking protein were exact for the projected length of 1500
nm for a bead with a 500 nm axial offset. The average tether length was 1530 i 113
nm in the sample of 74 tethers. Figure 4-14 plots the distribution of lengths versus
rupture force, and a clear concentration at the average is noted.
The mean rupture force for the probability distribution in Figure 4-15 was 6.06 i
1.90 pN with an average loading rate of 2.17 ± 0.79 pN/s.
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Figure 4-14: A08-glass tether lengths. Some break lengths were outside of the ac-
ceptable range and discarded.
4.4.6 Discussion
All three measurements provided well shaped histograms as well as reasonable kinetic
parameters. The off rates were larger than those found in Tamerler et. al. but
provided a very similar dissociation constant when a reasonable km was considered
[124,125]. Krauland et. aL. measured a km for a double length K1 peptide (referred to
as 2K1) of 9.7 x 105 M-s-1 [72]. A second and upper estimate of km can be taken from
the diffusion limit, 10' M-'s-1 [118]. This range of k, values was used to calculate
KD for the systems studied. Table 4.5 displays the calculated KD values obtained in
the sapphire and glass assays in comparison with other similar interactions.
The KD values predicted fall well within the range of similar peptide-surface in-
teractions. The bulk KD for the K1-sapphire was in the middle of the predicted KD
range from this assay. The A08-glass affinity was predicted to be about an order
of magnitude larger than that of either of the sapphire binders. The appropriate
lifetime for an interaction of nM affinity was a few hours and this was qualitatively
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Figure 4-15: A08-glass probability distribution with Evans-Ritchie and Hummer-
Szabo fit overlaid. N = 74.
Peptide Surface KD Method Reference
A08 Glass 30nM - 0.3nM SM This study
F02 R-plane Sapphire 410nM - 4.1nM SM This study
K1 R-plane Sapphire 360nM - 3.6nM SM This study
K1 A & R-plane Sapphire 80nM elisa [711
2K1 R-plane Sapphire 0.8nM elisa [71]
3R-GBP1 Au 89nM SPR [125]
3R-GBP1 Pt 95pM SPR [124]
RKLPDAPGMHTW Ti 13.2pLM phage [105]
RKLPDAPGMHTW Si 11.1ptM phage [105]
RHTDGLRRIAAR Cu 20 12nM QCM [32]
Table 4.5: Dissociation constants from the sapphire and glass studies presented in
this chapter compared to similar peptide-surface interactions in literature. Methods
for determining k, or KD include: SM - single molecule, elisa assay, SPR - surface
plasmon resonance, phage adhesion to surface (measured by e.coli infection), and
QCM - quartz crystal microbalance. All methods except for the single molecule
studies are bulk measurements. IThree repeats of MHGKTQATSGTIQS
observed as most slides could be measured on the instrument for 2-4 hours before
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viable tethers became absent. Additionally, rebinding of the peptides was enhanced
by the slow diffusion of the bead relative to tether.
The off rate was larger than the kqf measured for 2K1 of 0.0008 M's- 1 or
the kqf of 3.95 x 10-3 M-1s 1 for 3R-GBP1 on gold [71,125]. However, the kqy
values measured in this study are closely matched by other interactions of comparable
affinity determined by single molecule studies. Work in the Lang lab measuring the
fluorescein - a-fluorescein 4-4-20 interaction had a single molecule kqf of 0.211 s-1,
directly comparable to bulk studies with a KD of 0.7 nM and bulk koff of 0.251
s- 1 [20,37]. Similarly, the a-actinin / actin interaction with a bulk KD of 440 nM and
bulk kqy of 0.44 s- 1 had a single molecule kqf of 0.066 s-1 measured using similar
optical trap methods and the filamin / actin interaction with a bulk KD of 470 nM
and bulk kqf of 0.6 s-1 had a single molecule kqf of 0.087 s- 1 [38,45].
When compared to bulk adhesion strength, the F02 and K1 data was also compa-
rable. The off rates for both adhesions were similar, and the rupture force was within
a factor of 1.5. The bulk binding data, based on the percent area coverage (PAC) of
the peptide was 6.7 t 1.3 for F02 and 7.7 i 1.5 for K1 [72]. Thus, similar off rates
and forces were expected in the single molecule experiment. Further examination of
weaker peptides (K2, K3) would have provided more significant verification as the
PAC in bulk was measurably different than either K1 or F02 (Table 4.3).
The sapphire data suffered from a poor internal tether length control as relatively
few of the unbinding events met the length criteria and the distribution of tether
lengths was large. Additionally, this control was not available for any of the rebinding
events. The shorter lengths could have been caused by a variety of sources. First, the
F02 or K1 peptide could have interacted with the DNA on the bead, either that of
the 3500bp tether or the 200bp blocking DNA, and formed an entangled web of DNA
around the bead. This entanglement could have led to much shorter DNA segments
forming the tether and accounted for the greater variance in the tether length. There
is support for this theory as the positive F02 or K1 peptides would have been attracted
to the negative DNA backbone. Some aggregation of peptide conjugated DNA was
noted on agar DNA electrophoresis gels where peptide conjugated DNA ran larger
than unconjugated DNA. Additionally, the DNA:bead ratio was 20:1 so excess 3500bp
DNA was present and could have adhered to the bead and interacted.
A second possibility is that the DNA formed a shell about the bead keeping it
far from the surface. This is unlikely as the DNA would have to form a shell nearly
900nm thick to account for such short tethers (see Equation 4.1). As the extended
end to end distance of the DNA was only 1190nm, it would be energetically unlikely
for it to have formed such a large shell.
Finally, and most concerning, the measured ruputres could actually be measure-
ments of the roughness of the upper surface. Due to the difficulty encountered pulling
a bead away from the upper surface when trapping at the top, as detailed in section
4.4.7, measurement of small contaminents adhered to the surface or roughness from
crystal polishing was possible. Measurements on the control flow channel did not
indicate roughness, however, constraint of a DNA tether could have brought the bead
in closer contact with the surface.
The overall distribution shape for both F02 and K1 did not change significantly
when the tether length constraint was removed from the selection criteria.
The A08 on glass results had a much more consistent tether length and one which
matched the projected rupture distance to within 30nm. Each glass rupture occured
in an individual event as rebinding was blocked by the casein buffer. Thus every
single rupture event on the histogram in Figure 4-15 was verfied as a single molecule
rupture. Finally, as the glass allowed for a conventional trapping location at the bot-
tom coverglass, an axial offset from the surface was possible preventing any potential
measurement of surface roughness.
The optical properties of the sapphire required added complexity in the assay
design and resulted in less qualified results. However, the examination of a similar
assay on a simpler surface demonstrated both the accuracy and value of the single
molecule measurements.
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4.4.7 Trapping at the upper surface
A surprising phenomenon was encountered while working with the ultra thin flow
cells on the optical trap. A bead on or near the lower surface was easily manipulated
in 3D; however, a bead at the upper surface was constrained to 2D movement parallel
to the surface. Once a bead was moved to the upper surface, it could not be brought
back down into solution, yet it was not stuck to the upper surface as it could be moved
parallel to the surface. The inability to draw the bead down from the surface caused
difficulties as it allowed bead contact, setting the measurement up for a rolling geom-
etry or the measurement of roughtness. The proximity to the surface also promoted
non-specific adhesion. This occurred for both glass and sapphire top surfaces and was
immune to a large range in ionic buffer strength (diH20 to 1oX PBS). Elimination of
the airgap between the coverslip and the glass slide did not enable 3D control at the
top surface. The type and size of bead had the greatest impact on the phenomena as
polystyrene beads exhibited the propensity to stay at the upper surface only if the
diameter was less than 3 im. Glass beads could be pulled away from the top surface,
though it appeared there was a small boundary effect, as the bead would "pop" down.
It was unclear whether this effect was due to optical forces or perhaps Van der Waals
interactions at the upper surface.
4.4.8 Extended sapphire studies
Sensibly, the next step was application of the successful portions of the A08 exper-
iment to the sapphire assay with the goal of improving the internal control. The
sapphire assay was inverted following the A08 procedure as described in Appendix
A.17. The F02-DNA peptide was loaded on the flow chamber first, followed by
blocking with 1mg/mL casein in PBST. After incubation, casein blocked beads were
introduced, allowed to bind, and finally washed from the flow cell. The beads used
were lpm streptavidin coated glass microspheres as they could be better pulled down
from the top surface.
Tether stretching measurements at low force produced much more reliable val-
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ues with tethers averaging around 1700nm in length. However, beads nearly always
adhered to the upper surface when loaded at high force to attempt rupture. A va-
riety of blocking agents were tried to eliminate the non-specific adhesion. Casein
concentrations up to 10mg/ml were ineffective as were any combinations with the
200bp blocking DNA used earlier or combinations of casein and bovine serum albu-
min (BSA). Some minimal success was obtained with shorter DNA-peptide tethers
using 1010bp DNA combined with 5mg/ml BSA as a blocking agent, however only
four validated traces were obtained. The rupture values obtained were between 4 and
10 pN in line with the intial study.
4.4.9 Conclusions and future directions
The A08 on glass measurement is the first optical trap based single molecule mea-
surment of rupture between a peptide and surface with a successful internal control
for single molecule tethering. Though the sapphire data lack a well defined internal
control for single molecule adhesion the kinetic parameters obtained fall where ex-
pected. Further revision of a sapphire assay with a better internal control is certainly
possible but may require a more novel method of blocking the surface or a method
for overcoming the difficulty of using polystyrene beads at the upper surface. The
notable improvement in tether length on sapphire when using the inverted protocol
from glass supports the theory that single tethers are being formed and the few suc-
cessful, though rare, breaks suggest the potential of data with clear single molecule
controls.
The A08-glass assay serves as a valuable tool. Not only did the measurement
provide useful kinetic data, but it also provided a solid starting point for future
assays. Exploration with similar substrates like amorphous or single crystalline quartz
are likely to be implemented with minimal adjustment. A simple "flip" of the tether
could examine binding of a polystyrene adhesive peptide to a polystyrene microsphere
captured in the optical trap. The peptide tethering arrangement using the DNA
linker with the SMCC conjugation has proven flexible and enables any number of
different peptide tethers to be made. Assays for difficult materials could be designed
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in a glass flow channel where a small segment of the material was loaded in the
channel (particulates, gold coated spheres or nanoparticles, diatoms, etc.) and the
tethers formed to the material. These tethers in a glass flow channel could still
be manipulated easily using optical trapping techniques. Development of the silicon
optical trap in Chapter 3 suggests the ability to directly measure adhesions to a silicon
surface, or to materials deposited in thin layers or patterned on the Si surface. In
whole, this work has opened the door for better understanding of biological adhesion
to materials using well defined single molecule methods.
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Chapter 5
Kinesin
5.1 Introduction
Kinesin is one of Nature's many fascinating evolutionary products. A true feat of
engineering, it is the smallest known motor. The force generating machinery weighs
only 300 kDa and is made up of about 350 amino acids. The functionality of this
motor has been of great interest to both the biological community, due to the role
of kinesin in mitosis and axonal transport, and to the biophysics community, for its'
mechanism of conversion of chemical to mechanical energy.
I have had two unique opportunities to contribute to the study of the kinesin
mechanism while working on my thesis. The first was with Todd Thorsen from the
Gelles lab at Brandeis University, probing the motility mechanism in an enzyme which
had one mutated head. The second has been in collaboration with Mo Khalil from
the Belcher lab at MIT, investigating the force generation mechanism of the enzyme
by linking the results of a molecular dynamics simulation to in vitro studies. This
chapter summarizes these studies and their context while focusing on the molecular
assays and optical trapping techniques involved with measuring motility. Portions of
this text and figures are adapted from Khalil et. al. [64].
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5.2 Background
5.2.1 Biological role
In large cells, including many neurons, thermal diffusion is not fast enough to replenish
needed proteins. In these cells, kinesin serves a valuable role as a transporter, moving
the required proteins, vesicles, or other membrane bound organelles [16,21,47].
Kinesin like proteins play an important role in mitosis both in the alignment
of chromosomes on the metaphase plate and segregation of chromosomes during
anaphase [85, 110]. With the instrumental roles in transport and cell division it
is not surprising that defects in kinesin have been linked to a variety of disease.
Defective transport kinesin in neurons may play a role in Alzheimer's disease, and
a type of Charcot-Marie-Tooth is also linked to a mutation in the kinesin motor
KIF1B/3 [46,84, 142]. The kinesin family is diverse, with fourteen recognized fami-
lies; however, the work here is centered on the Drosophila kinesin, DmK401, of the
kinesin-1 family [78].
5.2.2 Structure
Kinesin is a dimer, two heavy chain/light chain monomers twist together to form a
bipedal enzyme. The motor head and the neck linker comprise the heavy chains while
the long, flexible, a-helical stalk and the cargo binding domain are included in the
light chains. To date, even though the enzyme is fully sequenced, only the heavy
chain segments have been crystalized and had the structure rigorously determined
(Figure 5-1).
Microtubules, the track that kinesin moves along, also have a unique structure.
Their size and spacing define the step length and directionality of the enzyme. Mi-
crotubules are composed of the protein tubulin, which exists in a dimer with an a
and a # subunit which polymerize into a protofilament. Typically, thirteen of these
protofilaments combine in a helix to form a full microtubule filament. Kinesin walks
along an individual protofilaments, rarely stepping "to the side" to switch to a new
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Figure 5-1: The structure of kinesin. The two monomers (blue and purple) are
composed of heavy chain (green underline) and light chain (red underline) segments
which twist around each other to form the functional dimer. Only the motor head
and neck linker domains in this figure are from a crystal structure (3KIN), the rest
is a cartoon. This is a modification of a public domain image.
protofilament. Thus the kinesin will follow the protofilament as it winds in a helical
direction. The number of protofilaments in the microtubule define both the pitch of
the helix and the handedness. Microtubules also posses a polarity, setting the direc-
tion of kinesin travel. Nearly all kinesins are plus end directed, however Kinesin-14
(Drosophilia Ncd6) is minus end directed.
5.2.3 Biochemical mechanism of motility
The biochemical mechanism for wild type kinesin is examined in Figure 5-2. The
motor heads alternate position in an assymetric hand over hand manner, just the
same way as our feet move as we walk. Energy is provided through the binding and
hydrolysis of adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) [6]. ATP binding to the catalytic site in
the motor head causes a mechanical event advancing the trailing head (Figure 5-2 1
to 2). Release of ADP to a nucleotide free state causes the motorhead to tightly bind
the microtubule (Figure 5-2 2 to 3) Hydrolysis of ATP and release of the phosphate
allows detachment of a motorhead from the microtubule (Figure 5-2 4 to 1) and
finishes the step. The heterodimer experiment in this chapter will probe the effect
of a mutation to the ATP machinery in one head on this catalytic cycle, where as
the force generation experiments will examine the structural changes necessary to
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Figure 5-2: Biochemical mechanism for a kinesin step. The a and [ tubulin subunits
of the microtubule are labelled in light and dark grey with the kinesin advancing
towards the + end. Two kinesin motor heads are shown in blue and purple so that the
progress of each can be distinctly followed. P = Phosphate, D = ADP, T = ATP, DP
= The phosphate from the ATP has been hyrdolyzed to ADP yet the phosphate has
not been released. 1.) The kinesin starts with the blue head in the ADP bound state
unattached to the microtubule. The nucleotide free purple head is tightly attached
to the microtubule. 2.) ATP binding in the purple head has caused the mechanical
step to occur, advancing the blue head from a trailing to a leading position. 3.) Upon
ADP release from the blue leading head, it binds to the microtubule. 4.) Phosphate
release from the trailing head allows it to detach from the microtubule, returning the
kinesin to the same state as in 1. with the heads having switched positions (dashed
arrow).
advance the trailing head (Figure 5-2 1 to 2).
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5.3 Motility of kinesin with one dead head
5.3.1 Introduction and background experiments
To better understand the processivity and high duty ratio behavior of kinesin motility
a heterodimeric form of kinesin with one head unable to hydrolize ATP was created.
A disabled enzyme which could exhibit severe limping was anticipated. A previously
evaluated mutation, R210K was used to disrupt the ATP P-O bond cleavage at the
enzyme's active site [68]. The heterodimeric enzyme was formed by co-expressing
the wild type kinesin and the R210K mutant in the same cell, causing the produc-
tion of wild type homodimers (WT/WT), mutant homodimers (R21OK/R210K), and
R21OK/WT heterodimers. The R210K mutant was also expressed with a biotin-His6
tag, allowing the separation of the mutant homo and heterodimers from the wild type
homodimers. Gradient elution from a Ni2+ chelation column allowed separation of
the WT/R210K heterodimer from the R210K homodimer [131].
The mutation caused a 200 fold reduction in ATPase activity in a single head
enzyme, suggesting that the heterodimers would be unable to move, or move at a
much reduced rate [68]. However, in microtubule stimulated ATPase assays with
the heterodimer, the activity was only reduced 2-fold. Motility experiments showed
processive, uni-directional movement for the heterodimer as well, with only a 9-fold
reduction in velocity. Various velocity, run frequency, and run length experiments
confirmed that the motility resulted only from the heterodimer [130,131]. The het-
erodimer velocity was also surprising. The mutant heterodimer travelled 50 fold
faster than the R21OK/R210K homodimer, not the predicted factor of 2 that would
be expected if it was limping on every other step [63].
Two potential explanations for the exceptional motility of the heterodimer are
proposed. The first is the "rescue hypothesis" which suggests that activity between
the two heads is coupled, with the wild type head supporting the activity of the
mutant. A direct quote from Todd Thorsen's thesis explains the implications of this
model best [130]:
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The rescue hypothesis is thus tantamount to proposing that the turnover
of a mutant head is severely affected by a mutation in its partner but only
rather minimally affected by the local mutation in its own active site.
Alternatively, the "single-head catalysis" hypothesis is proposed. Here processive
movement of the heterodimer is driven by one head only. Half the steps are chemically
driven through ATP hydrolysis while the other half are driven without hydrolysis but
rather a mechanically stimulated release. Retaining the ATP binding by the R210K
head in this scenario provides the microtubule release necessary for the step and a
mechanically induced expulsion of the ATP would explain the release of the tightly
bound head.
Optical tweezers can help to elucidate the mechanism of operation and better
understand the behavior of the heterodimeric kinesin, determining the amount of
work the enzyme can produce as well as providing accurate spatial and temporal
records of the step distance and speed.
5.3.2 Setting up a single molecule kinesin trace
An assay for kinesin motility is presented in Appendix A.18. Though the assay
detailed in the appendix is robust, there are a few difficulties that arise, primarily to
those unfamiliar with running kinesin at a single molecule level. First, and universal in
single molecule optical trapping assays is the problem of non-specific binding, causing
beads to stick to the surface, inhibiting motility, and impairing accurate calibration
of the bead after measurement. Non-specific binding is best mediated by appropriate
selection of blocking protein and maintenance of fresh and filtered buffer solutions.
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and casein are common blocking agents. BSA works
well around 10 mg/mL and casein near 1mg/mL. Casein can be tricky, as it will
promote non-specific binding at higher concentrations.
Lack of complete microtubule binding to the surface also causes problems giving
inconsistent traces and increasing lateral movement of the bead during a run. Usually
microtubule issues can be traced to dirty buffer solutions (old taxol clumping and
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forming large crystalline structures visible in the assay slide) or old poly-lysine coated
coverslips (more than 3 days old). Microtubules are very stable at room temperature
and a good sample will last months.
One last challenge is reaching the single molecule limit. This can be found by
making serial dilutions of the kinesin to bead ratio. Each dilution is evaluated for the
percentage of beads which exhibit motility when placed near a microtubule. Less than
40% motility is indicative of a single molecule sample [19]. Once the ratio is found
for a purified sample it should not need to be rediscovered if aliquots are carefully
prepared. However, it is always good to keep track of the percentage of motile beads
during any kinesin assay. For the R21OK/WT heterodimer, a 100:1 enzyme to bead
ratio was necessary to reach the single molecule measurement limit.
A kinesin event was defined as all the interactions recorded for one bead while
in contact with a microtubule. The event was captured from a slide by placing a
trapped bead above a microtubule and recording the position of the bead in the trap
as the kinesin moved against load. Most events were composed of multiple runs each,
defined when the kinesin would pull the bead out of the optical trap, increasing the
applied force on the bead until the kinesin stalled and eventually released, snapping
the bead back into the center of the optical trap. The bead position voltage from the
PSD was recorded at 10kHz with an in line analog low pass filter with a 2 kHz corner
frequency set to eliminate high frequency noise.
After each event was acquired, the kinesin carrying bead was removed from the
microtubule and calibrated for position and trap stiffness. The analog filter was
reset to a corner frequency of 30 kHz so that the trap stiffness calculation by the
variance method was not affected by the low pass filter. Under optimal conditions,
on a wild type homodimer, one slide could produce ten to fifteen events and upwards
of one hundred runs. Due to the reduced velocity of hte R21OK/WT heterodimer,
significantly fewer runs were recorded per slide (Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5-3: Stall runs for the wild type homodimer (A) and R21OK/WT heterodimer
(B). Note the time scale and the decreased speed for the heterodimer. Figure used
with permission from Todd Thoresen.
5.3.3 Event and run processing
Post processing of the data was done in MATLAB (Code in Appendix C.2). Raw
voltage data from the PSD were converted to nanometer positions and forces by
applying the position and stiffness calibrations acquired after each run. Decimating
the data by a factor of 100 reduced noise within the trace and sped calculations. Slide
loading forced most microtubules to align along the PSD stage axis. Missalignment
led to a position trace that showed movement of an enzyme in both the X and Y axis.
For simplicity of evaluation the data was adjusted such that all movement occurred
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along a single axis.
Data were parsed for individual runs within each event. The best way to isolate
these automatically was to find the position of the enzyme snapback. Snapbacks were
defined by taking the derivative of the event and looking for spikes which exceeded a
threshold value of 4000 nm/s. These spikes were verified to have occurred while the
enzyme was above a specified load (1pN for wild type, 0.5 pN for the heterodimer), to
eliminate background noise from being considered. Additionally, the velocity of the
enzyme prior to release from the microtubule was calculated by fitting the preceding
10 miliseconds of the position data. If the velocity for this segment was below 200
nm/s for wild type or 20 nm/s for the heterodimer the run was determined to have
"stalled". This additional verification was necessary as the enzyme could occasionally
release from the microtubule without reaching the stalling load. For each run that
fit the designated criteria, the stall force was recorded. Velocity data for the F vs.
V curves was calculated as an instantaneous position derivative. Low forces were
discarded in the F-V curves as the kinesin could be rotating the bead in the trap
rather than pulling it out at a consistent velocity.
Some runs could be further evaluated to locate individual steps taken by the ki-
nesin motor. This was possible only when the enzyme was under sufficient load to
reduce the thermal noise of the bead. Several algorithms exist for step detection;
however, we selected a method based on a sliding student T test which detected step
edges as described in Appendix C.3 [28]. Due to the noise and occasional misplace-
ment of a step, this T test was paired with a manual method to add or remove step
edges.
Steps were measured for both height, to verify the standard 8.2nm kinesin move-
ment, and dwell time, to determine if any limping occurred. Figure 5-4 shows a wild
type and R210K heterodimer evaluated for steps and dwells.
Another method for extracting step distances from a trace is the pairwise distance
distribution. Every single distinace between any pair of data points in a trace is
calculated and binned. For a trace with consistent steps, this results in a histogram
with peaks at the primary step distance and harmonics as in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-4: Stepping traces for WT and R210K/WT kinesin under saturating ATP
conditions. Numbers to the left and above the trace reflect the time of each dwell.
Numbers to the right and below each trace reflect the step height. Horizontal black
lines indicate the average position of each step and the duration. Red circles highlight
stepping points isolated by the T test as those not belonging to a dwell.
5.3.4 Heterodimer results and discussion
A histogram of the stall forces for the wild type enzyme and the R210K/WT het-
erodimer shows more than a 50% reduction in the mean (Figure 5-6). The heterodimer
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Figure 5-5: Pairwise step distance analysis for R21OK/WT kinesin.
on the 8nm peak and a visible 16nm harmonic. Figure used with
Todd Thoresen
had an average stall force of 2.0 pN, and the wild type of 4.3 pN.
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Figure 5-6: Stall force histogram for the R21OK/WT heterodimer (red) and the wild
type homodimer (black). Figure used with permission from Todd Thoresen
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Stepping traces, like those in figures 5-3 and 5-4 show that the heterodimer does
not have significant asymetry in stepping under saturating ATP conditions. The
pairwise distribution for the R21OK/WT runs also shows a disinct 8nm peak 5-5.
Low ATP traces were attempted with the heterodimer, but were plagued by extremely
long run times (> 10 minutes) and bead binding to the surface during the run.
While the reduction in stall force was expected, the lack of limping was a sur-
prising result, as the expected reason for decreased heterodimer velocity was a slow
kinetic cycle every other step. An alternate mechanism was proposed which predicts
a separate pathway for single head catalysis that is accessible when one head is unable
to hydrolize ATP [130]. Further support for the single head catalysis model was pro-
vided by fluorescent lifetime experiments which demonstrated that ATP was bound
to the enzyme for longer than one catalytic cycle. This lifetime data also serves to
eliminate the rescue hypothesis, as it would have required the turnover for ATP in
both heads, one per step.
The optical trapping experiments were not sufficient to eliminate the rescue hy-
pothesis or the single-head catalysis model, but did provide valuable data on stepping
rates and distances central to the development of the alternate pathway mechanism
used to explain the single-head catalysis model. Additionally, the trap experiments
showed that the heterodimer was only able to exert half as much force as the wild
type.
There is potentially more information to be gleaned from the stepping traces. An
insufficient amount of data were available to quantify less aggressive limping which
could have been present. An optimized force clamp would be necessary to provide
lengthy limping traces long enough for at least 10 steps. Long traces would help
identify consistent limping, or even a difference in alternating step heights. Successful
low ATP experiments would allow specification of the slow rate steps in the model.
So far the low ATP experiments have not been successful.
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5.4 Force generation mechanism of kinesin
5.4.1 Introduction and force generation mechanism
Examination of the heterodimeric kinesin provided insights into the chemical mech-
anism of motility. To complete the picture, a better grasp of the force generating
mechanism was necessary. This would detail how mechanical energy was coupled to
ATP binding and how this translated into forward motion of the enzyme.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations offered a new insight into the mechanical
mechanism. The MD simulations predicted structures and low energy conformations
of kinesin allowing visual identification of structural changes resulting in the step.
The primary result of the simulations was the indentification of a short N-terminal
segment of the kinesin motorhead, referred to as the coverstrand (CS), which appeared
to play a direct role in the force generating step in concert with the neck linker, a 12
amino acid sequences connecting the stalk to the motor domain [59]. The neck linker
(NL) and coverstrand combined to form a f-sheet referred to here as the cover-neck
bundle (CNB). The CNB biased the stalk forward initiating the advancement of the
trailing head (Figure 5-2 1 to 2).
The MD simulations and structural analsys suggested a mechanism as follows:
The leading motor head starts in the nucleotide free state bound to the microtubule,
where the CS is unbound to the NL or the motorhead (Figure 5-7 A). Interaction
between the NL and the CS is restricted because the amino acid segments are not
optimally aligned for f-sheet formation. This offset is caused by the inability of the
a6 helix to form an additional turn due to the position of the a4 helix. Nucleotide
binding causes the switch II segment of the motorhead to shift, repositioning the A4
helix. This leads to an "in-register" positioning of the NL and CS forming a f-sheet
known as the CNB (Figure 5-7 B). Upon CNB formation, a forward bias is applied
to the stalk advancing the trailing head (Figure 5-7 C).
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Figure 5-7: Proposed force generation of kinesin starting from the nucleotide free
state (A), highlighting movements of a6 and a4 helicies upon ATP binding allowing
an in register alignment between the neck linker (NL) and cover strand (CS) to form
the cover neck bundle (CNB) (B) and the final power stroke moving the trailing head
forward (C).
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5.4.2 Mutations and enzyme production
The goal of this project was to provide in vitro support for the MD derived mech-
anistic model by making disruptive mutations to the coverstand and evaluating the
impact on motility. Two mutations to the wild type (WT) cover strand sequence,
MSAEREIPAEDSI, were selected. First, a coverstrand deletion, "DEL" was expected
to significantly hamper motility if not totally eliminate it (Figure 5-8 C). A second
less drastic mutation A9G and S12G, reffered to as "2G", was created to interfere
and weaken the predicted #-sheet formation of the CNB in residues 9-13 (Figure 5-8
B).
a n- bn
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MSAEREIPAEDSI
DEL
2G
MSAEREIPGEDGI
2G DEL WT
Figure 5-8: (A) Wild type kinesin structure with the CS in blue and the NL in red.
(B) "2G" mutant with the A9G and S12G mutations. (C) "DEL" mutant with the 12
N-terminal amino acids (MSAEREIPAEDSI) removed. All structures based on the
2KIN PDB file. (D) SDS-Page gel to confirm mutant sizes with DEL slightly shorter.
Wild type and mutant kinesin were expressed using a Drosophila melanogaster
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kinesin heavy chain plasmid (DmK401), a gift of J. Gelles of Brandeis University.
Very briefly, site directed mutagenesis was used to alter the plasmid for the 2G mu-
tant, whereas cassette mutagenesis was used to remove the nucleotides coding for
the coverstrand in the DEL mutant. Plasmids were transformed into competent cells
and resultant plasmids were sequenced to confirm successful mutations. Kinesin was
expressed by transforming plasmids into BL21(DE3)pLysS E. coli. Expression was
induced in mid log, and the cells were grown overnight in the presence of 0.2 mM ri-
tampicin. Cells were then pelleted, lysed, and subjected to both RNAse and DNAse
degredation. The resulting lysate was ultracentrifuged and fractioned using liquid
chromatography and a Ni-NTA column to extract the enzyme. The purified kinesin
was stored at -80 C and protein sequences were verified using N-terminal Edman
degradation. A more thourough discussion of the mutation protocol including relevant
sequence primers, times, and buffer concentrations can be found in Khalil et. al. [64].
Complementary discussion of the purification protocol can be found in Berliner et.
al. and Asbury et. al. [6,13].
5.4.3 Single molecule kinesin assay
The protocol used for optical trap based kinesin assays can be found in the appendix
A.18. In brief, kinesin is diluted and mixed with beads at a single molecule ratio.
For the well expressed and purified samples of WT, 2G, and DEL produced this was
approximately a 300,000: fold mixture of the stock kinesin with beads. The kinesin
was then mixed with 0.44 pm diameter polystyrene streptavidin coated microspheres
and incubated for one hour. Microtubules (produced as described in Appendix A.19)
were attached to the surface of a poly-lysine coated coverslip in a flow cell (see Ap-
pendix A.3 for flow cell construction). The beads were loaded into the microtubule
containing flow cell with a 1 mg/ml casein buffer. The flow cell was sealed and the
slide then ready for evaluation.
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5.4.4 Stall force and F-V measurement.
The single molecule measurements for this experiment followed a similar procedure
to those for the heterodimer described earlier in the chapter. Beads in solution were
captured with the optical trap, positioned above a microtubule, and allowed to attach,
run, and stall. For this set of experiments, data were recorded at 2 kHz with a 1 kHz
anti-alias filter. After completion of a run, the filter was reset to a 30 kHz roll off
and data were acquired at 100 kHz for position and stiffness calibration. Again, the
stiffness was calculated using the variance method.
Raw data were adjusted to force and position values using the calibration files.
Traces were rotated in the same manner as the R21OK/WT heterodimers to assure
force measurements were along the axis of enzyme motion. Each event was evaluated
to find runs which met the requirement for stall. These stalls had to exceed a force
of 0.7 pN, maintain a plateau force for at least 0.1 second, have a velocity prior to
the stall plateau of less than 50nm/s, and finally, have a snap back velocity greater
than 500 nm/s. Stall events were collected and binned to form histograms.
Force-velocity curves were constructed by dividing each event into short time
segments (15 ms for 1 mM ATP and 175 ms for 4.2 pM ATP) and finding average
force and average velocity for the interval. Velocities were calculated by a linear fit
to the position versus time data.
5.4.5 Unloaded motility measurement
Single kinesin molecules were attached to 0.8-pm streptavidin-coated beads. The
optical trap was operated at a stiffness of less than 0.05 pN/nm. The KG filter before
the CCD camera was partially removed so that the laser was visible on the camera.
An unloaded velocity event was captured by trapping a bead, starting video recording
at 30 frames per second, positioning the bead above a microtubule, releasing the trap
at the first sign of kinesin motion, and continuing recording until the bead detached
from the microtuble and diffused away. Movies were clipped to start at the first
frame after the trap was shut off and ended at the last frame where the bead was still
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Kinesin Stall Force (pN) # Events
WT 4.96 i 0.05 373
2G 3.02 t 0.03 487
DEL 1.37 i 0.04 117
Table 5.1: Stall forces (i standard error of mean) and number of events evaluated
for WT, 2G and DEL mutants.
attached to the microtubule. Bead position was calculated using a centroid finding
method and the path traveled was mapped out. A second order polynomial was fit
to the paths to quantify run lengths. Due to the speed of video capture and operator
speed, short run events were difficult to capture, as was most often the case for the
DEL mutant.
5.4.6 Force clamp measurement
Kinesin motility was observed under a constant assisting load using custom designed
labview software following previously described algorithms to modulate the optical
trap position via acoustic optic deflectors [74]. This modulation maintained a con-
stant seperation between the kinesin bound bead and the trap center, thus keeping a
consistent load. The position of the trapping beam was updated at 500 Hz to keep a
smooth load.
5.4.7 Results for kinesin motility and stall under load
Initial qualitative examination of all three constructs, WT, DEL, and 2G showed
motility with decreasing velocity as the enzyme moved processively out of the trap
region (Figure 5-9). The stepping traces showed the characteristic 8 nm movement
(Figure 5-9 subset). The DEL mutant was hampered by limited processivity, some
"slippage" from the microtubule and backward stepping (Figure 5-10 arrows).
Stall forces and force velocity curves were calculated from a large number of events
for each kinesin mutant. The stall results are summarized in Table 5.1. Binned
histograms of the stall forces are displayed in Figure 5-11 and the force-velocity curves
for the mutants are in Figure 5-12.
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Figure 5-9: A representative trace of WT kinesin walking out of the trap and reaching
a stall around 140 nm from the center at nearly 6 pNs of load. Subset highlights the
8 nm steps consistent with kinesin behavior.
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Figure 5-10: DEL mutant trace with the normalized variance in red. A drop in bead
variance below the threshold (red dashed line) was used to detect kinesin binding to a
microtubule and signal the start of a run. This allowed identification of runs that did
not break the force threshold (example at time=84). Arrows indicate places where
the kinesin took a backward step on the microtubule.
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Figure 5-11: Stall force histogram for the WT, 2G, and DEL mutants. Solid bars
represent data taken at saturating ATP (1 mM), open bars reflect low ATP condi-
tions (4.2 1 M). The force threshold indicates the cut off value for event evaluation.
Notably, only the DEL mutant is limited by this threshold value. Fitted lines repre-
sent expected Gaussian distributions, DEL is not fit due to the incomplete low force
segment of the histogram.
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Figure 5-12: Force velocity curves for the WT, 2G, and DEL mutants. Fits are
included for the Boltzmann single state kinetic model (solid lines) and the Fisher two
state kinetic model (dashed lines).
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The mean stall force of 2G was 61% of WT, and DEL only 27% of WT. The
number of evaluated DEL events is significantly less than either 2G or WT due to the
difficulty in capturing the small displacements caused by the weak motor from the
baseline motion of the trapped bead. To verify that the DEL mutant was as active
as the 2G and WT constructs, yet simply not capable of bearing as large a load, an
alternate method of identifying events was used. The variance of the bead during
one event was calculated using a running window and MT binding was detected by
finding regions where the variance dropped below the unbound bead noise threshold
(around 0.15 pN) (Figure 5-10). Less than 60% of variance detected runs for a DEL
mutant surpassed the force threshold of 0.15 pN set for a valid run, where as 100%
of the WT and 2G mutants exceeded both the force and variance thresholds. This
offers an explanation for the lack of a complete DEL distribution in Figure 5-11 for
low forces.
Fitting force velocity curves to kinetic models provided significant information
about the mechanical step. The Boltzmann model was the simplest used, and consists
of a single force dependent step [3,18,135]. The model can be described as:
v(F) = Vmax (1 + A) (5.1)
1 + A[
Vmax = A(5.2)
A = 72 (5.3)
Where v is the velocity at a given force, F. Each step is broken down into a
biochemical and a mechanical portion. The biochemical segment is load independent
with a time, T, representing ATP binding or hydrolysis steps. The mechanical, and
load dependent, segment has a corresponding time, T2. The maximum velocity, Vmax,
is a calculated unloaded velocity relying on the step size of kinesin, A = 8.2nm. 6 is
considered the characteristic distance over which the force acts, an increase of which
relates to an increase in the portion of the step which is load dependent. T is the
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absolute temperature and kB Boltzmann's constant. Values for Vmax, 6, and A are
presented in Table 5.2.
Kinesin Vmax (nm/s) 6 (nm) A
WT 493.7 i 26.4 5.53 t 1.04 0.0043 t 0.0050
2G 535.2 t 27.8 7.15 t 1.10 0.0137 t 0.0101
DEL 482.1 & 33.5 11.28 ± 1.24 0.0357 i 0.0202
Table 5.2: Coefficients for single state kinetic model fit of F-V data for WT, 2G, and
DEL mutants. All errors are 95% confidence interval.
Both 6 and A increase with the severity of the mutation, highlighting the greater
impact the opposing trap force has on enzyme motility in mutants lacking the func-
tional coverstrand to provide a forward biasing force to complete a step. Lacking the
CNB formation, the mutants must rely more heavily on thermal fluctuations to move
the rear head to the forward position. Without the CNB, the step is more susceptible
to the applied rearward force.
Additional low ATP (4.2 pM) stall data were taken and provides two notable
results (stall data in Figure 5-11, open bars). First, it does not alter the stall force of
the enzyme. Secondly, the force-velocity curves are also similar to those at saturating
ATP, indicating that the load dependent step is linked to ATP binding.
5.4.8 Unloaded velocity results
The two important parameters extracted from the video tracking experiment were
the unloaded velocity, v(0), and the run length, 1. These are listed in table 5.3 .
Kinesin v(0) (nm/s) 1 (Am) # Events
WT 581.1 i 38.8 1.104 i 0.215 34
2G 608.2 t 22.5 1.740 t 0.209 75
DEL 254.8 i 27.2 0.342 i 0.088 32
Table 5.3: Unloaded velocity, v(0), and run length, 1 for WT, 2G, and DEL mutants.
All errors are 95% s.e.m.
The similar results for velocity and run length for the 2G mutant serve to allay
fears that the ATPase machinery of the enzyme was affected by the mutation. The
much reduced unloaded velocity and run length of the DEL mutant were likely a
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result of the back steps and slipage identified in the load dependent studies as well
as the increased dependence on thermal energy to bring the trailing head forward.
It is important to note the difficulty in obtaining video tracking measurements for
the DEL mutant. The enzyme would often release under a slight load and it was
challenging to trigger a measurement without forcing the bead from the microtubule.
Many shorter runs may have been missed due to enzyme release before measurement
could have been started.
An interesting hypothesis for the increased speed and processivity in the 2G mu-
tant is a "high-gear" state enabled by a more flexible coverstrand. This added flexi-
bility would allow the CNB to form faster, speeding the power stroke, and increasing
processivity by reducing the amount of time a kinesin head remains unbound from
the microtubule. However, the increased flexibility comes with the cost of decreased
stability of the coverstrand and the inability to oppose as large a load as the wild
type enzyme.
5.4.9 Force clamp results
Force clamping experiments were brief but were used to evaluate if an applied forward
load would restore motile behavior to the DEL mutant. When a 1.5 pN assisting load
was used in the force clamp, this was sufficient to restore more processive behavior
of the enzyme, similar to that of WT (Figure 5-13). This indicates that a moderate
mechanical bias is sufficient to increase processivity to more wild type levels.
5.4.10 Conclusions on the force mechanism
Our in vitro trapping experiments of mutated kinesin support the in silico predictions
of molecular dynamics studies. We have selectively modified the CS, hampering the
ability to form the CNB, a #-sheet with the neck linker. One modification, 2G,
was minimaly invasive, only weakining the stability of the f-sheet. This mutant
maintained a similar unloaded velocity to wild type kinesin, a reduced ability to
generate force and a longer processivity. A more severe mutation, DEL, removed
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Figure 5-13: A force clamp trace for the DEL mutant. The trap (red line) is offset
by about 36nm to apply a 1.5 pN forward assisting load to the bead. Here, the DEL
mutant displays 8nm stepping identical to that of WT kinesin.
the entire coverstrand and severely weakend the enzyme reducing stall force and
processivity. Processivity could be returned to DEL by applying a forward directed
load with an optical force clamp. These conclusions are consistent with previous
studies focused on the impact of the NL on motility, but expand on the idea of the
NL being solely responsible for the forward movement. In fact, studies have shown
that NL docking provides insufficient energy for the forward step [17, 103]. The
coverstrand is also a conserved sequence in many other kinesin variants. Sequence
comparisons also show conserved portions of the CS relating to CNB formation in
Kinesin-1, Kinesin-3, and Kinesin-5 families [59]. This conservation suggests that the
CNB formation is in some way essential to kinesin operation.
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5.4.11 Future directions
The kinesin work has been very rewarding, opening the door to much improved under-
standing of the mechanical mechanism. There are a variety of interesting experiments
that may be undertaken. In general, further implementation of the force clamp will
provide some of the most useful data. The force clamp can provide retarding and side
directed loads in addition to the assisting loads demonstrated in this chapter. A side
load could help differentiate the DEL mutation, and the thermal forward step, from
wild type by force clamping with a side load. The data can be connected to previous
work showing a dependence on a sideways force in wild type and the MD simulation
results [18,59].
Further mutations would be necessary to better understand the high gear state.
The CS-NL interaction could be further weakened and the effect upon velocity and
processivity evaluated. Conversely, a more stable 3-sheet interaction in the CNB
could open up a "low gear" kinesin. Addition of a cysteine residue to the cover-
strand and one in an accessible portion of the motor head could provide a switchable
mechanism for activating and deactivating motility.
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Appendix A
Protocols
A.1 General buffers
1X PBT
" Materials
1. NaH2 PO4
2. Na 2HPO4
3. MilliQ Water
4. Tween-20
" Procedure
1. Make 1M NaH2PO4 : 1.3799 g in 10 ml H20
2. Make 1M Na2HPO4 : 1.4196 g in 10 ml H20
3. Combine
(a) 1860 pl 1M NaH2PO 4
(b) 8140 pl 1M Na2HPO 4
(c) 90 mL H2 0
(d) 100 pl Tween-20
4. Adjust pH to 7.4
5. Filter
1X PBS
* Materials
1. 8 g NaCl
2. 0.2 g KCl
3. 1.44 g Na 2HPO4
4. 0.24 g KH2 PO4
5. 800 ml H2 0
" Procedure
1. Combine all materials
2. Adjust pH to 7.4
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3. Adjust volume to 1L with H2 0
4. Filter
1X PBST
" Materials
1. 8 g NaCl
2. 0.2 g KCl
3. 1.44 g Na2HPO4
4. 0.24 g KH 2PO4
5. 800 ml H20
6. 100 pl Tween-20
* Procedure
1. Combine all materials
2. Adjust pH to 7.4
3. Adjust volume to 1L with H20
4. Filter
A.2 Etching glass coverslips
Adapted from Polly Fordyce
Etching coverslips removes the wax layer on the glass, enhances adhesion, and reduces back-
ground fluorescence.
" Materials
1. 100 g KOH
2. Ethanol
3. MilliQ DI H20
4. Corning Coverglass (22 x 40 mm) No. 1.5
" Procedure
1. Dissolve 100g of KOH in 300 mL of Ethanol (takes about 30 minutes) in a 1 L beaker
2. Load teflon coverslip racks with coverglass
3. Fill 2 more 1 L beakers with 300 mL DI H20 and degas for 5 minutes
4. Fill one more 1 L beaker with 300 mL ethanol
(a) Degas this beaker and the ethanol/KOH beaker for 5 minutes
5. Submerge one coverslip rack in the KOH/ethanol solution and sonicate for 5 minutes
6. Wash coverslips by dipping the rack up and down and spinning it in the ethanol beaker
7. Wash coverslips by dipping the rack up and down and spinning it in the DI H20 beaker
8. Submerge coverslip rack in the second DI H20 beaker and sonicate for 5 minutes
9. Spritz coverslips with DI H20 bottle - use lots of H20
10. Spritz coverslips with ethanol bottle - use lots of ethanol
11. Repeat steps 5-10 with each rack of coverslips
12. Dry all coverslips in the oven for at least 15 minutes
13. Store coverslips in racks inside sealed plastic nalgene containers
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A.3 Glass flow cell
This protocol outlines the construction of the ubiquitous glass flow cell used for optical trap assays.
A flow cell will have a volume between 10 and 15 psl if constructed with a 4-5 mm gap.
" Materials
1. Etched coverslips A.2
2. Double sided tape (Cat # 909955, Office Depot)
3. Glass slides (Cat # 48312-068, VWR)
" Construction procedure
1. Place to pieces of tape along the short axis of the glass slides with approximately 5 mm
seperating them (the channel width). Remove all overhanging tape.
2. Place an etched coverslip on top of the two pieces of tape. Align the coverslip so that
the long axis of the coverslip is perpendicular to the long axis of the glass slide.
3. Use a q-tip or eppendorf tube to gently press the slides together to seal the tape.
4. Initial loading of the flow cell will occurr by capilary action
" Exchanging flow cell contents
1. Open the vacuum supply line
2. Place the liquid to load on one side of the coverslip in contact with the flow chamber
3. Place the vacuum line nozzle on the other side of the flow chamber and begin to suck
the contents through
4. Change the location of the nozzle to control flow through speed
A.4 LB agar STABS
A LB STAB is used to ship an E. coli sample. The tubes can be made ahead of time. A STAB
is prepared to ship by innoculating it with an E. coli sample (stick a sterile toothpick in a liquid
culture and then into the center of the STAB), incubating the STAB at 37*Cfor 6-12 hours, then
shipping.
" Materials
1. Difco LB broth (powder, Becton Dickinson 244620)
2. Bacto-Agar (Becton Dickinson 214010)
3. Ampicillin (Calbiochem 171254)
4. Screw top 1.5-2 ml plastic tubes
" Procedure
1. In a 1L flask combine
(a) 5 g LB powder
(b) 2 g Bacto-Agar (1% w/v)
(c) 200 ml H2 0
2. Autoclave for 15 minutes (liquid setting)
3. Make concentrated ampicillin (100 mg/ml)
(a) 100 mg Ampicillin
(b) 1 ml H2 0
4. Let autoclaved media cool to 60*C
5. Add 200 il of 100 mg/ml Ampicillin (do not introduce bubbles)
6. Aliquot 1 ml into tubes before agar cools
Unused LB/Agar can be kept for about 3 months. Autoclave before re-use and re-add ampicillin.
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A.5 Cleaning sapphire coverslips
1. Sonicate flow channels in soapy water (Alconox / DI H20) for 1 hour
2. Remove sapphire coverslip and attached glass coverslip from the glass slide and rinse with DI
H20
3. Sonicate sapphire coverslip and attached glass coverslip in acetone for 1 hour
4. Remove sapphire coverslip gently from glass slide and remove any attached tape. Gently rinse
with ethanol
5. Sonicate individual sapphire coverslips in soapy water (Alconox / DI H20) for 5 minutes
6. Rinse sapphire coverslips with DI H20
7. Prepare piranha in a clean glass slide holder
(a) Piranha is very dangerous. Work in a hood while wearing thick gloves, eye protection,
and a lab coat. DO NOT EXCEED A 3:1 H2SO 4:H2O 2 RATIO - EXPLOSION COULD
OCCUR
(b) Add 15 mL H2 SO 4 to the slide holder
(c) Slowly add 7 mL H202 (30%)
8. Incubate sapphire slips in piranha for 30 minutes
9. Remove slips from piranha and rinse with DI H20
10. Sonicate sapphire slips in ethanol for 5 minutes
11. Rinse sapphire slips with ethanol from spray bottle
12. Dry sapphire slips in the oven for at least 15 minutes
13. Store sapphire slips in a sealed glass slide container
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A.6 Sapphire flow cell
This protocol outlines the construction of the sapphire flow cell used for optical trap assays with
peptide adhesion. A flow cell will have a volume between 2 and 3 il if constructed with a 2-3 mm
gap. Construction is a two step process - first a small flow cell is created with a glass coverslip, then
all wet assay steps are completed (buffer loading, etc.). Immediately before placing on the optical
trap, a carrier microscope slide is attached.
" Materials
1. Clean sapphire coverslips A.5
2. Removable double sided tape
3. Glass slides
4. Glass coverslips (22 x 60 mm) Non-etched
5. 10 pm thick double sided tape (Nitto-Denko 5601)
* Construction procedure
1. Cut three pieces of the 10 pm double sided tape that are approximately 5 mm x 40
mm.
2. Remove one side of the tape backing and attach to the 22 x 60 mm coverglass so that
two channels are formed running along the long axis of the coverslip
3. Using a q-tip, adhere the tape to the glass coverslip
4. Remove the other side of the tape backing
5. Attach a sapphire cover glass on top of the tape to complete the channels.
6. Using a q-tip, press down on the sapphire coverslip and tape to get a good seal.
7. PERFORM ALL LOADING AND BUFFER EXCHANGES BEFORE PROCEEDING
8. Place a double thickness of removable double sided tape along the short axis of the glass
slide about 5mm from each end.
9. Attach the sapphire coverslip / glass coverslip construct to the glass slide such that the
long axis of the glass coverslip and glass slide are aligned and the sapphire coverslip is
sandwiched between the glass coverslip and the glass slide.
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A.7 PCR Protocol
Protocol adapted from Polly Fordyce and Ricardo Brau
" Materials
1. TE buffer, pH 8
2. Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen / New England Biolabs)
3. 1oX PCR buffer
4. 50 mM MgCl 2
5. dNTPs (2.5 mM)
(a) 6 pl 100 mM dATP (Invitrogen 10216-018)
(b) 6 pil 100 mM dCTP (Invitrogen 10217-016)
(c) 6 pl 100 mM dGTP (Invitrogen 10218-014)
(d) 6 pil 100 mM dTTP (Invitrogen 10219-012)
(e) 216 pl DI H20
6. M13mp18 plasmid 5 pg/ml in TE (Bayou Biolabs P105)
7. Oligo primers 20 pM in TE
- See Appendix B for a listing of primers used
8. QiaQuick PCR purification kit (Qiagen 27104)
" Procedure
1. Dilute all reagents to the appropriate concentrations and verify that the PCR machine
has the appropriate program available
2. Mix the following cocktail for as many PCR reactions as needed: If making more than
Reagent Volume pl
DI H20 61
1oX Buffer 10
dNTPs 10
MgCl 2  3
M13mp18 10
Forward primer 2
Reverse primer 2
Taq polymerase 2
Total 100
one tube with the same oligos it is preferable to make one large mixture and aliquot
into 100 pl volumes for PCR.
3. Place PCR tubes in the PCR machine and run the following program (on the MJ
Bioworks DNA Engine in the Dedon lab, this is under Lang/DCA)
Stage Temperature 'C Time (min) # of Cycles
Supermelt 94 3 1
Melt 94 1 30
Anneal 48 1
Elongate 72 5
Final Extension 72 10 1
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4. Clean up PCR products with QiaQuick purification kit. Elute in a buffer appropriate
for desired application of the DNA (PBS for peptide conjugation)
5. Check quality of PCR products via gel electrophoresis (see Appendix A.8)
A.8 DNA gel electrophoresis
This procedure will allow determination of DNA length and quality by running the DNA out on an
agarose gel. This is useful to check products made using the protocol in Appendix A.7.
o Materials
1. 10 mM TE buffer pH 7.5
2. 5X TBE buffer (Invitrogen 955155301)
3. 6X gel loading buffer (Sigma G7654)
4. 1kb dsDNA ladder mixture (or 10bp for short samples)
(a) 200 pl 6X gel loading buffer
(b) 750 pl 10 mM TE buffer pH 7.5
(c) 50 il stock DNA solution (Bayou biolabs I,201)
5. Agarose (VWR EM-2120)
6. SybrGreen 10,OOOX (Molecular Probes S7563)
o Procedure
1. Combine 60 ml 5X TBE with 540 mL of DI H2 Oto make 1X TBE
2. In a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask combine 0.8 g Agarose with 100 ml 1X TBE and microwave
for 2 minutes on HI. Watch the flask and pause heating if solution begins to boil over
3. Allow agarose solution to cool for 4 minutes
4. Add 8 pl of SybrGreen
5. Prepare electrophoresis chamber for gel pouring and align comb
6. Pour the agarose solution in the chamber and allow 30 minutes to cool
7. Rotate the chamber so that the combs are proximal to the cathode (black terminal)
8. Fill the electrophoresis apparatus with the remainder of the 1X TBE buffer (500 ml).
9. Remove the comb and inspect the well walls
10. Combine for each PCR sample
(a) 1.8 pil PCR product
(b) 16.2 L TE buffer
(c) 3 pl 6X gel loading buffer
11. Add 6 pl of the DNA ladder mixture to a well
12. Place 16 l of the PCR sample/loading buffer into a well, repeat for each sample to be
run
13. Replace the gel box cover and begin run at 110V
14. Run until the marker lines (blue and yellow) near the anode side of the gel (between
1.5 and 2.5 hours)
15. View bands on Alpha Innotech FluorChem 8900 machine. (User:guest Pass:growl)
16. Dispose of the gel in appropriate container
Note: Gel can be run at a lower voltage, or the % agarose can be adjusted to increase resolution.
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A.9 PEG coating beads
Adapted from Eric Krauland and Jorge Ferrer
This protocol can be used to coat a bead with a single type of PEG or a ratio of two different
types of PEG monomers, for example, a ratio of functionalized and non-functionalized. Any PEG
with a NHS terminal group can be attached using this method. PEG molecular weights between
500 Da and 10 kDA were used in this assay successfully.
e Materials
1. HEPES 50mM pH 7.2 Buffer
(a) 1.2 g HEPES
(b) 100 ml DI H20
(c) pH Adjust
2. HEPES 10 mM pH 7.2 Buffer
(a) 20 ml 50 mM HEPES
(b) 80 ml DI H20
(c) pH Adjust
3. EDTA 10 mM Buffer
(a) 0.29223 g EDTA
(b) 100 ml DI H2 0
4. 1 pm amine coated polystyrene beads (Polysciences 17010)
5. PEG-NHS (Laysan Biosciences) (If blocking beads with PEG)
6. Mal-PEG-NHS (Laysan Biosciences) (If attaching Cysteine terminated peptides)
7. FITC-PEG-NHS (Laysan Biosciences) (If making fluorescein/PEG coated beads)
e Procedure
1. Combine
(a) 40 pil beads
(b) 200 pl DI H20
2. Spin beads for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm
3. Resuspend beads in 200 pl methanol
4. Spin beads for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm
5. Dilute PEG samples to 10 mg/ml in 1:4 DMSO:methanol. Further dilute PEG sample
to appropriate PEG-bead ratio.
6. (Optional) If making beads with 2 types of PEG, mix up desired ratio of PEG monomers.
7. Resuspend beads in 200 pl PEG solution
8. Incubate 2 hours at room temperature while mixing
9. Add 400 pl DI H2 Oto bead sample
10. Spin beads for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm
11. Resuspend beads in 400 pl DI H20
12. End protocol here if making beads coated only with FITC-PEG-NHS or PEG-NHS.
Continue if peptide conjugation is desired.
13. Spin beads for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm
14. Resuspend beads in 10 mM HEPES buffer
15. Spin beads for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm
16. Resuspend beads in:
(a) 20 pl 0.1 mM Cys-peptide
(b) 20 L 50 mM HEPES
(c) 10 pl 10 mM EDTA
(d) 50 pl DI H20
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17. Incubate 2 hours at room temperature while mixing
18. Spin beads for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm
19. Resuspend beads in 100 pl DI H2 0
(a) Repeat spin/resuspend 2 more times
20. Store beads on rotator at 4*C
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A.10 PEG-FITC to a-Fluorescein adhesion assay
This protocol is used to test the adhesion of FITC-PEG conjugated beads to a-fluorescein 4-4-20
antibodies on the surface of a glass slide.
" Materials
1. Glass flow cell (See Appendix A.3)
2. FITC-PEG conjugated beads (See Appendix A.9)
3. a-fluorescein 4-4-20 (200 pg/ml in PBS Mouse Monoclonal from Molecular Probes)
4. PBT (See Appendix A.1)
5. 1 mg/ml casein disolved in PBT (Cas-PBT)
" Procedure
1. Dilute 20 l a-fluorescein 4-4-20 with 180 pl PBT
2. Load 20 pl onto a flow cell and incubate 40 minutes at room temperature
3. Flow through 150 pzl Cas-PBT and incubate 5 minutes at room temperature.
4. Flow through 15 tl FITC-PEG conjugated beads and incubate 40 minutes at room
temperature
5. Final wash with 150 pzl Cas-PBT
A.11 PEG-F02 to sapphire adhesion assay
This protocol is used to test the adhesion of PEG-F02 conjugated beads to the surface of a sapphire
coverslip.
* Materials
1. Sapphire flow cell (See Appendix A.6)
2. PEG-F02 conjugated beads (See Appendix A.9)
3. PBST (See Appendix A.1)
4. 1 mg/ml casein disolved in PBST (Cas-PBST)
" Procedure
1. 50 pl of PEG-F02 conjugated beads are spun for 5 minutes at 10K rpm
2. Beads are resuspended in 200 pl Cas-PBST (further dilution could be necessary de-
pending on initial bead concentration)
3. Beads are incubated for thirty minutes at 4*C
4. Beads are loaded onto a sapphire flow cell and are incubated at room temperature for
30 minutes
5. The flow cell is washed with 25 pl of Cas-PBST
6. Adhesion is evaluated on the microscope
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A.12 DNA-FITC to a-Fluorescein adhesion assay
This protocol is used to test the adhesion of DNA-FITC conjugated beads to a-fluorescein 4-4-20
antibodies on the surface of a glass slide. Modified from Peter Tarsa 5/13/2005 and Polly Fordyce
4/29/2002
" Materials
1. Glass flow cell (See Appendix A.3)
2. 20 pM DNA-FITC (1010 bp)
3. 60 pM Avidin coated latex beads (0.56 pm diameter)
4. a-fluorescein 4-4-20 (200 pg/ml in PBS Mouse Monoclonal from Molecular Probes)
5. PBT (See Appendix A.1)
6. 1 mg/ml casein disolved in PBT (Cas-PBT)
" Procedure
1. Prepare beads
(a) Spin 50 pl beads at 10k for 6 minutes
(b) Resuspend in 50 pl PBT
(c) Repeat a total of 6 times
2. Sonciate beads at 40% for 2 minutes
3. Incubate 100 il beads with 100 pl DNA-FITC for a total of 4 hours at 4*C
4. Flow 25 pl of 15 pg/ml a-Fluorescein into each flow cell
5. Incubate flow cell 40 minutes at room temperature (begin flow cell preparation during
last hour of DNA-bead incubation)
6. Flow through 200 pl of Cas-PBT
7. Incubate 20 minutes at room temperature
8. While casein is incubating spin down the DNA:bead complexes and resuspend in 200
pl Cas-PBT
9. Flow through 40 pl of DNA:bead complexes and incubate 17-20 minutes at room tem-
perature
10. Flow through 400 pl of Cas-PBT
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A.13 DNA to peptide conjugation
This protocol allows for the attachment of a cysteine containing peptide to a DNA molecule with
a terminal amine. The SMCC linkage will not affect the N-terminal amine of the peptide, and this
can also be chemically modified (useful for fluorophore tagging).
Note: During the SMCC conjugation, there must not be any other primary amines present.
This means any samples in a Tris buffer (TE) must undergo a buffer exchange. Best results have
been obtained when samples originated in a non-NH2 buffer.
" Materials
1. NH 2-DNA in PBS (length and other end termination flexible)
2. DMSO
3. Sulfo-SMCC (Pierce 22622 in 2 mg sealed tubes)
4. PBS pH 7.4
5. 0.1 mM Cys-peptide in PBST or 1M NaCl
6. Bio-Rad Micro Bio-Spin 30 columns (MBS 30)
7. Bio-Rad Micro Bio-Spin 6 columns (MBS 6)
* Procedures
1. Exchange DNA buffer if not in PBS with 2 MBS 30 columns
(a) Invert/mix the MBS 30 column, snap tip, and drain for 2 mins into a 2 ml tube
(b) Empty flow through, spin at 1000 g for 2 mins and discard flow through
(c) Load 500 pl PBS, spin 1000 g for 1 min and discard flow through
(d) Repeat PBS load and spin a total of 3 times
(e) Place column in clean 1.5 ml tube
(f) Place 70 pl of sample on the column
(g) Spin column at 1000 g for 4 mins and collect flow through
(h) Run the sample through the second column
2. Dissolve 0.002 g of Sulfo-SMCC in 200 L DMSO
3. Combine
(a) 10 pl Sulfo-SMCC/DMSO mixture
(b) 100 pl NH 2-DNA (in PBS)
4. Incubate at 4*Cfor 2 hours
5. Clean the DNA-SMCC mixture
(a) Prepare 1 MBS 6 column by exchanging the buffer to PBS as described in step 1
(Note: need 2 columns per initial sample)
(b) Place 70 L of sample on the column
(c) Spin column at 10OOg for 4 mins collect flow through
6. Combine
(a) Cleaned DNA-SMCC (about 150 pl)
(b) 50 pl Cys-peptide
7. Incubate overnite at 4*C
8. Prepare 2 MBS 30 columns per sample - do not need to buffer exchange
- Retain buffer for DNA concentration measurement
9. Place 70 pl DNA-peptide on each column
10. Spin at 1000 g for 4 mins and retain flow through
11. Measure concentration of DNA-peptide
Note: For heavily positively charged peptides an increase in the ionic strength during the overnite
incubation can improve yield.
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A.14 F02/K1 to sapphire assay using casein block-
ing
This assay details the procedure for making single molecule tethers between the F02 or K1 peptide
and a sapphire coverglass.
" Materials
1. Sapphire flow channel (Appendix A.6)
2. 10 ng/pl 3500 bp DNA-peptide conjugate
3. PBST
4. 1 mg/ml Casein in PBST (Cas-PBST)
5. 0.8 im polystyrene beads, avidin coated (Spherotech SVP-08-10)
" Procedure
1. Prepare beads
(a) Combine 10 pl beads with 40 pl PBST
(b) Spin at 10k rpm for 6 mins
(c) Resuspend in 50 pl PBST
(d) Repeat a total of 5 times
2. Mix the 3500 bp DNA with beads to get a 20:1 ratio
(a) 1 pl 10 ng/pl 3500 bp DNA-peptide conjugate
(b) 24 pl PBST
(c) 5 pl beads
3. Incubate the 3500 bp DNA-peptide with the beads for 2 hours at 4*C
4. Spin beads at 10k for 5 mins
5. Resuspend in 50 pl Cas-PBST
6. Incubate an additional 30 minutes at 4*C
7. Spin beads at 10k for 5 mins
8. Resuspend beads in 40 pl Cas-PBST
9. Sonicate beads at 30% for 30 seconds
10. Load beads on the flow channel and incubate for 1 hour at room temperature
11. Flow 20 pl of Cas-PBST through channel to remove unbound beads
Note: Step 2 can be altered to give a larger or smaller tether:bead ratio.
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A.15 F02/K1 to sapphire assay using DNA block-
ing
This assay details the procedure for making single molecule tethers between the F02 or K1 peptide
and a sapphire coverglass.
" Materials
1. Sapphire flow channel (Appendix A.6)
2. 10 ng/pl 3500 bp DNA-peptide conjugate
3. 30 ng/pil 200 bp NH2-DNA
4. PBST
5. 0.8 pm polystyrene beads, avidin coated (Spherotech SVP-08-10)
" Procedure
1. Prepare beads
(a) Combine 10 pl beads with 40 pl PBST
(b) Spin at 10k rpm for 6 mins
(c) Resuspend in 50 pil PBST
(d) Repeat a total of 5 times
2. Mix the 3500 bp DNA with beads to get a 20:1 ratio
(a) 1 pl 10 ng/pl 3500 bp DNA-peptide conjugate
(b) 24 pl PBST
(c) 5 pl beads
3. Incubate the 3500 bp DNA-peptide with the beads for 1.5 hours at 4*C
4. Spike in 5 pl of 30 ng/pil 200 bp DNA-NH 2
5. Incubate an additional 30 minutes at 40C
6. Spin beads at 10k for 5 mins
7. Resuspend beads in 40 pl PBST
8. Spin beads at 10k for 5 mins
9. Resuspend beads in 40 il PBST
10. Sonicate beads at 30% for 30 seconds
11. Load beads on the flow channel and incubate for 1 hour at room temperature
12. Flow 20 pl of PBST through channel to remove unbound beads
Note: Step 2 can be altered to give a larger or smaller tether:bead ratio. The 200 bp DNA used
to spike the sample can be more concentrated than 30 ng/pl .
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A.16 A08 to glass tethering assay
This assay details the procedure for making single molecule tethers between the A08 peptide and a
borosilicate coverglass.
" Materials
1. Glass flow channel (Appendix A.3)
2. 10 ng/il 3500 bp DNA - A08 conjugate
3. 1 mg/ml Casein in PBST (Cas-PBST)
4. PBST
5. 0.8 pm polystyrene beads, avidin coated (Spherotech SVP-08-10)
" Procedure
1. Load the glass flow channel with 20 pl of 10 ng/pil 3500 bp DNA-A08 conjugate
2. Let the flow channel incubate for 1 hour at room temperature
3. Prepare beads
(a) Combine 10 pl beads with 40 pl PBST
(b) Spin at 10k rpm for 6 mins
(c) Resuspend in 50 pl PBST
(d) Repeat a total of 5 times
(e) Final resuspension in Cas-PBST (do this at the same time as the next step)
4. Flow 150 pl of Cas-PBST through flow chamber
5. Incubate flow chamber for 30 minutes at room temperature and beads for 30 minutes
at 40 C
6. Sonicate beads at 30% for 30 seconds
7. Load 15 pl of beads onto flow chamber
8. Incubate 30 minutes at room temperature
9. Flow through 200 il of Cas-PBST
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A.17 F02/K1 to sapphire assay using inverted pro-
tocol
This assay details the procedure for making single molecule tethers between the F02 or K1 peptide
and a sapphire coverglass using the inverted protocol. This assay is not yet fully functional, but this
provides a good starting point for investigation
" Materials
1. Sapphire flow channel (Appendix A.6)
2. 10 ng/pl 1010 bp DNA-peptide conjugate
3. PBST
4. 5 mg/pl BSA in PBST (BSA-PBST)
5. 1 pim glass beads, avidin coated (Bangs CS01N)
" Procedure
1. Load the glass flow channel with 5 pl of 10 ng/pl 1010 bp DNA conjugate
2. Let the flow channel incubate for 1 hour at room temperature
3. Prepare beads
(a) Combine 10 pil beads with 40 ptl PBST
(b) Spin at 10k rpm for 6 mins
(c) Resuspend in 50 pl PBST
(d) Repeat a total of 5 times
(e) Final resuspension in BSA-PBST (do this at the same time as the next step)
4. Flow 20 pl of BSA-PBST through flow chamber
5. Incubate flow chamber for 30 minutes at room temperature and beads for 30 minutes
at 40C
6. Sonicate beads at 30% for 30 seconds
7. Load 15 pl of beads onto flow chamber
8. Incubate 30 minutes at room temperature
9. Flow through 30 A of BSA-PBST
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A.18 Kinesin assay
General assay for preparing a kinesin slide for optical force measurement.
1. Make PemTax
(a) Label a tube PemTax, and add:
i. 1000 A Pem80 (stored in 40)
ii. 2 A Taxol (10 mM in DMSO, aliquots in -20*)
(b) Store at RT
2. Make Assay Buffer
(a) Label a tube AB, and add:
i. 1304 A Pem80
ii. 3 A DTT (0.5 M in 10 mM K-acetate, aliquots in -20*)
iii. 3 A Taxol
iv. 15 A ATP (100 mM in PEM80, aliquots in -80*)
v. 25 A K-acetate (3M, stored in 40)
vi. 150 A 10 mg/mL Casein in PBT (made fresh once per week at stored in 40)
(b) AB final concentrations: 0.1 mM DTT, 20 pM Taxol, 1 mg/mL Casein, 1 mM ATP, 50
mM K-acetate
(c) Store on ice
3. Make C-Tax
(a) Label a tube C-Tax, and add:
i. 80 A PemTax
ii. 20 A 10 mg/mL Casein
(b) Store on ice
4. Make bead dilution
(a) Dilute 20 A Spherotech Streptavidin beads (1.0 % w/v) into 80 A PBS
(b) Wash 4 times at 10,000 rpm for 6 min, reconstituting in PBS
(c) Sonicate for 2 min at 40%
(d) Label a tube EM/AB, and add:
i. 4 A beads
ii. 196 A AB
5. Make Kinesin dilutions
(a) K/100: 2 A K into 98 A AB
(b) K/1000: 10 A K/100 into 90 A AB
(c) ...
6. Make Kinesin/bead dilution
(a) Label a tube KDB/###, and add:
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i. 50 A EM/AB
ii. 50 A K/###
(b) Incubate for 1 hour on the rotator at 4*C
7. Prepare Polylysine Coated coverslips if not already done
(a) Dilute 1 mL Polylysine into 300 mL EtOH and mix in 1L beaker.
(b) Place a rack of KOH cleaned coverslips into the solution, and let sit for 15 min
(c) Dry for 15 min in the oven
8. Make MT/50 - MT/150 dilutions in PemTax and start warming C-Tax and AB to RT
9. Add Glucose oxidase plus Catalase to each Kinesin/bead incubation
(a) Add 1 A 10OX Glucose oxidasel (25 mg/mL in PBT, 10 A aliquots in -80*)
(b) Add 1 A 10OX #-D-glucose (500 mg/mL in PBT, 10 A aliquots in -80*)
(c) Add 1 A 10OX Catalase2 (3 mg/mL in PBT, 10 A aliquots in -80*)
10. Prepare a Flow Cell from a polylysine coated coverslip
(a) Flow in 15 A MT/###, and let bind for 10 min
(b) Wash in 20 A PemTax with high velocity
(c) Wash in 15 A C-Tax, and let coat for 5 min
(d) Wash in 50 A PemTax
(e) Wash in 80 A AB
(f) Wash in 20 A KDB/###
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'Calbiochem Cat. #345386
2Calbiochem Cat. #219261
A.19 Tubulin polymerizing protocol
Polymerized tubulin forms microtubules which can be visualized on a microscope using DIC, or if
fluorescently labeled tubulin is used, on a fluoresence capable instrument.
" Materials
1. PEM80
(a) 80 mM Pipes (6.048 g in 250 ml) (Sigma P1851)
(b) 1 mM EGTA (95.1 mg in 250 ml) (Sigma E-4378)
(c) 4 mM MgCl 2 (204.1 l of 4.9 M stock in 250 ml) (Mallinckrodt H590)
(d) pH adjust to 6.9 with KOH
2. PEM104
(a) 103.6 mM Pipes (3.133 g in 100 ml)
(b) 1.3 mM EGTA (49.452 mg in 100 ml)
(c) 6.3 mM MgCl2 (128.57 pl of 4.9 M stock in 100 ml)
(d) pH adjust to 6.9 with KOH
3. STAB
(a) 34.1 pl PEM80
(b) 5 pl 10 mM GTP (Cytoskeleton BST06)
(c) 4.7 pl 65 g/l NaN3 (Sigma S-8032)
(d) 1.2 pl 10 mM Taxol (Cytoskeleton TXD01)
(e) 5.0 pl DMSO (Sigma D-5879)
* Protocol
1. Take the tubulin and spin for approximately 30 minutes at 4*C
2. Combine to make PEM/GTP soln
(a) 15.2 pl PEM104
(b) 2.0 pil 10 mM GTP
3. Combine
(a) 15.2 pl PEM/GTP soln
(b) 2.2 pil DMSO
4. vortex
5. add 4.8 pl of 10 mg/ml tubulin to make TUB soln
- Cytoskeleton T237 is unlabeled
- Cytoskeleton T331 is rhodamine labeled
- A 10:1 ratio of T237:T331 works well for fluorescent MTs
6. Place TUB soln in a water bath at 37 *Cfor 30 minutes
7. Remove TUB from water bath and add 2 pl of STAB
8. Store newly formed microtubules at room temperature
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Appendix B
Primers
The following PCR primers were used to create DNA tethers of lengths 100, 150, 200,
1010, and 3500 base pairs.
All constructs were based on the M13mp18 plasmid. The same reverse primer was
used for all constructs.
Reverse amine primer:
5' - Amine - TTG AAA TAC CGA CCG TGT GA - 3'
100 bp forward biotin primer:
5' - Biotin - TGT ATA ACG CAT ATG ATA CT - 3'
150 bp forward biotin primer:
5' - Biotin - TTC TCA ATT AAG CCC TAC TG - 3'
200 bp forward biotin primer:
5' - Biotin - TCG AAA ATG CCT CTG CCT AA - 3'
1010 bp forward biotin primer:
5' - Biotin - TAT TGC GTT TCC TCG GTT TC - 3'
3500 bp forward biotin primer:
5' - Biotin - AAT CCG CTT TGC TTC TGA CT - 3'
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Appendix C
Code
C.1 Peptide unbinding evaluation
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Data analysis for peptide unbinding events by D. Appleyard
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X User defined variables for file information
tdate='2008-10-21';
event.Peptide = 'F02';
event.PeptideToBead = 'ingul Surface';
event.DNALength = '1010';
event.Slide = 'Sapphire';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%XXXXXXXXXX
% Define file names
[dfn,dpn]=uigetfile('*.*','Tether Pull Trace');
[cfnl,cpnl]=uigetfile([dpn,'\*.*'],'Position Calibration 1');
cfn2=[cfnl(1:(length(cfnl)-1)),'2'];
sfnl=[cfnl(1:(length(cfnl)-4)),'stiff1'];
sfn2=[cfnl(1:(length(cfnl)-4)),'stiff2'];
tethernumber=cfnl(7:(find(cfnl=='_')-1));
%%XXXXXXXXX%%%%%%%XXXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXX%%
X Raw Data file format (assumed)
% Cl: X voltage
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% C2: Y voltage
% C3: Time (ms) ??
% C4: Stage Position (microns?)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Open files and rotate data from AOD to stage axis
rawDat=dlmread([dpn,dfn]);
rawnmdata=ConvertVtoNM(rawDat(: ,1) ,rawDat(: ,2), [cpnl,cfnl]);
rawnmdata(: ,1:2)=rotateCoords(rawnmdata(: ,1:2) ,-45);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Loop to evaluate multiple events in one trace
EventNumber=1;
while EventNumber>O
clear idxpts fdatl fdat2 forcel force2 rawnmdatal rawnmdata2
clear rawDatClipped derv absdev
if EventNumber == 1
alpeaks=input('Axis 1 peak to peak distance: ');
a2peaks=input('Axis 2 peak to peak distance: ');
end
idxpts=1:length(rawnmdata(: ,1));
figure
plot(idxpts,rawnmdata(:,1),'r',idxpts,rawnmdata(: ,2),'k',idxpts,
((rawDat(: ,4)-rawDat(2,4))*10)-16, 'b')
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Position')
axis tight
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%X%
% Background & Event Selection
if EventNumber > 1
keepbg=questdlg('Keep the previous background value?',...
'Retain Background','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(keepbg, 'Yes')
newbg=O;
else
newbg=1;
end
else
newbg=1;
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Cursor code to place cursors and then get the position
fh(1)=gcf;
xlims=get(gca,'XLim'); %get the new x limits
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if newbg==1
bgcursors=mycursors(gca,'r');
bgcursors.add(2*(xlims(2)-xlims(1))/3);
end
eventcursors=mycursors(gca,'g');
eventcursors.add(xlims(2));
disp('Place cursors to indicate desired regions');
if newbg==1
disp('Event must include background region');
disp('Red for the background region');
end
disp('Green for the event region');
input('Hit enter once you are satisfied with your selection');
XXXXXX Extract cursor positions %%X%%XX
for iCnt=1:2
if newbg==1
bgs(iCnt)=floor(bgcursors.val(iCnt));
end
evt(iCnt)=floor(eventcursors.val(iCnt));
end
if newbg==1
cps(1)=min(bgs)-min(evt);
cps(2)=max(bgs)-min(evt);
end
close figure 1
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Convert file using the first calibration file
rawnmdatal=rawnmdata(min(evt):max(evt),:);
rawDatClipped=rawDat(min(evt):max(evt),:);
if newbg==1
xadjl=mean(rawnmdatal(cps(1): cps(2),1));
yadjl=mean(rawnmdatal(cps(1) :cps(2) ,2));
end
rawnmdatal(: , 1)=(rawnmdatal(: , 1)-xadjl) ;%*direct;
rawnmdatal(: ,2)=(rawnmdatal(: ,2)-yadjl) ;%*direct;
stiffvals=dlmread([cpnl,sfnl]);
xstiffl=stiffvals(3);
ystiffl=stiffvals(4);
fdatl(:,1)=rawnmdatal(:,1)*xstiff1;
fdatl(: ,2)=rawnmdatal(: ,2)*ystiff 1;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%%%%XXXXXX
X Convert file using the second calibration file
rawnmdata2=ConvertVtoNM(rawDatClipped(:,1),rawDatClipped(:,2),[cpnl,cfn2]);
rawnmdata2(:,1:2)=rotateCoords(rawnmdata2(:,1:2),-45);
if newbg==1
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xadj2=mean(rawnmdata2(cps(1) :cps(2) ,1));
yadj2=mean(rawnmdata2(cps(1) :cps(2) ,2));
end
rawnmdata2(: , 1)=(rawnmdata2(: , 1)-xadj2) ;7X*direct;
rawnmdata2(:,2)=(rawnmdata2(:,2)-yadj2);%*direct;
stiffvals=dlmread([cpni, sfn2]);
xstiff2=stiffvals(3);
ystiff2=stiffvals(4);
fdat2(: ,1)=rawnmdata2(: ,1)*xstiff2;
fdat2(:,2)=rawnmdata2(:,2)*ystiff2;
clear idxpts
idxpts=1:length(fdatl(:,1));
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX Rotate the coordinates if anything is off
odeg=FindMTRotation(fdatl(:,1),fdatl(:,2));
fdatl(:,1:2)=rotateCoords(fdatl(:,1:2),-1*odeg);
fdat2(:,1:2)=rotateCoords(fdat2(:,1:2),-1*odeg);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXX Extract the break force from both curves
derv=diff (fdat 1);
absdev(: ,1)=abs(derv(: ,1)/std(derv(: ,1)));
absdev(:,2)=abs(derv(:,2)/std(derv(:,2)));
[m idxt]=max(absdev);
[m2 idx2]=max(m);
idx2=2;
[m id]=max(abs(fdatl((idxt(idx2)-5): (idxt(idx2)+5) ,idx2)));
idxl=id+idxt(idx2)-6;
forcel=fdatl(idxl,idx2);
force2=fdat2(idx1,idx2);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Ask user if this is an initial break (only on first run through)
if EventNumber == 1
firstevent=questdlg('Is this the first event in the trace?',...
'First Event','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(firstevent, 'Yes')
InitialBreak=1;
else
InitialBreak=O;
end
else
InitialBreak=O;
end
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X Plot with break points noted
xvec=1:length(rawDatClipped(: ,3));
figure
plot(xvec,fdatl(:,1),'r',xvec,fdatl(:,2),'b',...
xvec,fdat2(: ,1),'r',xvec,fdat2(:,2),'b',...
xvec(idxl) ,forcel, 'ok',...
xvec(idxl),force2,'ok')
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Force (pN)')
title('Force Plot')
text(xvec(min((idxl+20) ,length(xvec))) ,forcel, [num2str(forcel),' cal 1']);
text(xvec(min((idxl+20) ,length(xvec))) ,force2, [num2str(force2),' cal 2']);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Loading rate and max force cursors.
fh(1)=gcf;
xlims=get(gca,'XLim'); %get the new x limits
if idxl-50 < 0
lp=l;
else
lp=idxl-50;
end
lrcursors=mycursors(gca, 'r',lp);
lrcursors.add(xvec(idxl)); %Put a cursor at the max value
disp('Place cursors to indicate desired regions');
disp('Number 2 represents the max force!');
input('Hit enter once you are satisfied with your selection');
%%%% Extract cursor positions XXXXXXXX
for iCnt=1:2
lrs(iCnt)=floor(lrcursors.val(iCnt));
Xlrs(iCnt)=find(rawDatClipped(:,3)==lrstemp(iCnt));
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX Fit a loading rate
fpt=lrs (2); Xfind(rawDatClipped(: ,3)==lrs (2));
sp=lrs(1); Xfind(rawDatClipped(: ,3)==lrs(1));
loadratel=polyfit(rawDatClipped(sp:fpt,3)/1000,fdatl(sp:fpt, idx2),1);
disp(['Force 1 loading rate is: ',num2str(loadrate1(1)),' pN/s']);
loadrate2=polyfit(rawDatClipped(sp:fpt,3)/1000,fdat2(sp:fpt,idx2),1);
disp(['Force 2 loading rate is: ',num2str(loadrate2(1)),' pN/s']);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Nice output plot with decimated traces
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df=20;
plot(rawDatClipped(: ,3),fdatl(: ,1), 'r' ,rawDatClipped(: ,3),
fdatl(:,2),'b',...
decimate(rawDatClipped(: ,3) ,df) ,decimate(fdatl(: ,1) ,df) ,'r,
decimate(rawDatClipped(: ,3) ,df) ,decimate(fdatl(: ,2) ,df),'b', ...
rawDatClipped(:,3),fdat2(:,1),'r',rawDatClipped(:,3),
fdat2(:,2),'b',...
decimate(rawDatClipped(:,3),df),decimate(fdat2(:,1),df),
'r',decimate(rawDatClipped(:,3),df),decimate(fdat2(:,2),df),'b',...
rawDatClipped(sp:fpt,3) ,rawDatClipped(sp:fpt,3)/1000*...
loadratel(1)+loadratel(2), 'g' ,rawDatClipped(sp:fpt,3),...
rawDatClipped(sp:fpt,3)/1000*loadrate2(1)+loadrate2(2) , 'g')
xlabel('Time (ms)')
ylabel('Force (pN)')
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
%% Update force selection
forcel=fdatl(lrs(2),idx2);
force2=fdat2(lrs(2),idx2);
disp(['Force 1 is: ',num2str(forcel),' pN']);
disp(['Force 2 is: ',num2str(force2),' pN']);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XX Try and determine the first pull distance
if EventNumber == 1
DistanceToBreak = abs(rawDatClipped(lrs(2) ,4)-rawDat(2,4));
disp(['The distance to the break is: ',num2str(DistanceToBreak)])
else
DistanceToBreak = -1;
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
%X Force, extension fit using worm like chain
if forcel < 0 XAdjusts sign for fitting
modif=-1;
else
modif=1;
end
rsquarel=ForceExtension(modif*fdatl(1:lrs(2),idx2), ...
rawDatClipped(1:lrs(2) ,4)*1000,-1*rawnmdatal(1:lrs(2) ,idx2) ,800);
rsquare2=ForceExtension(modif*fdat2(1:irs (2) , idx2), ...
rawDatClipped(1:lrs(2) ,4)*1000,-1*rawnmdata2(1:lrs(2) ,idx2) ,800);
X Finds out what the stage rate is
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lr=polyfit(rawDatClipped(: ,3) ,rawDatClipped(: ,4) ,1);
disp(['The stage rate is: ',num2str(lr(1)*1000),' um/s']);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Allows user to choose which calibration to use
selforce=questdlg(['Which force should be used? /r Force 1: ',
num2str(forcel),' pN./r R^2 1: ',num2str(rsquarel), ...
'/r Force 2: ',num2str(force2),' pN./r R^2 2: ',num2str(rsquare2)],...
'Force Selection','Cal 1','Cal 2','Average','Average');
switch selforce
case ('Cal 1')
SelectedForce=forcel;
LoadingRate=loadratel(1);
selrsquare=rsquarel;
case ('Cal 2')
SelectedForce=force2;
LoadingRate=loadrate2(1);
selrsquare=rsquare2;
otherwise
SelectedForce=(forcel+force2)/2;
LoadingRate=(loadratel(1)+loadrate2(1)) /2;
selrsquare=(rsquarel+rsquare2)/2;
end
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
%XX Populate a structure element of important data.
event. Date=tdate;
event . TraceNumber=tethernumber;
event. EventNumber=EventNumber;
event .InitialBreak=InitialBreak;
event . TetherFile=[dpn, dfn];
event. PositionFilel=[cpnl, cfnl];
event.PositionFile2=[cpnl,cfn2];
event.StiffnessFilel=[cpnl,sfnl];
event.StiffnessFile2=[cpnl,sfn2];
event.Stiffnessl=[xstiff1 ystiff1];
event.Stiffness2=[xstiff2 ystiff2];
if newbg==1
event . BackGroundCursors=bgs;
else
event.BackGroundCursors='Prior trace';
end
event.EventCursors=evt;
event.XBackground=[xadjl, xadj2];
event .YBackground=[yadj1, yadj2] ;
event.AxislLength=alpeaks;
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event.Axis2Length=a2peaks;
event.Forcel=forcel;
event.Force2=force2;
event.AvgForce=(forcel+force2)/2;
event.SelectedForce=SelectedForce;
event.RotationAngle=odeg;
event.StageRate=lr(1)*1000;
event.LoadingRatel=loadratel(1);
event.LoadingRate2=loadrate2(1);
event.SelectedLoadingRate=LoadingRate;
event.DistanceToBreak=DistanceToBreak;
event . RSquarel=rsquarel;
event . RSquare2=rsquare2;
event . SelectedRSquare=selrsquare;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% User defines the quality of the trace
eq=inputdlg('Rate the event 0-10, 10 being a perfect single molecule');
EventQuality=str2num(eq{1,1});
event.EventQuality=EventQuality; %Lang Lab rocks!
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Saves all files
savedir=[cpnl,'processed\'];
fnbase=[tdate,'_Tether',tethernumber,'_Event',num2str(EventNumber)];
dlmwrite([savedir,fnbase,'_RawData.txt'],rawDatClipped);
dlmwrite([savedir,fnbase,'_Positionl.txt'],rawnmdatal);
dlmwrite([savedir,fnbase,'_Position2.txt'],rawnmdata2);
dlmwrite([savedir,fnbase,'_Forcel.txt'],fdatl);
dlmwrite([savedir,fnbase,'_Force2.txt'],fdat2);
save([savedir,fnbase,'_EventInfo.mat'],'event');
moreevents=questdlg('Evaluate another event in THIS FILE?',...
'More Events','Yes','No','Yes');
disp(['Finished processing event ',num2str(EventNumber),...
' of tether ',tethernumber,' from ',tdate])
if strcmp(moreevents,'Yes')
disp('')
EventNumber=EventNumber+1;
else
EventNumber=-1;
end
end %%EndWhile
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C.2 Heterodimer kinesin processing
function nuts=test (Vf ile ,Calf ile ,stiff)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Kinesin evaluation file - heterodimer limping version
% Code by T. Thoresen and D. Appleyard
X Read in data
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
tdata=dlmread(Vfile);
len1=length(tdata(:,1));
tme=tdata(1,1);
t=0:1/tme:(1/tme*(len1-2));
x=tdata(2:len1,1);
y=tdata(2:leni,2);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Resample the rate the initial sample rate of 10kHz by a factor x (2nd
% argument in decimate function). 100 works well here. 1000 works well
X for analyzing F vs. V curves (for force cutoff purposes).
X Don't forget to change all three.
XXXXXXX%%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
vdata(:,1)=decimate(t, 1000);
vdata(:,2)=decimate(x, 1000);
vdata(:,3)=decimate(y, 1000);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Converts the Voltage to Position, then multiplies by stiffness to get
% Force.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
nmdat a=ConvertVtoNM(vdata(: ,2) ,vdata(: ,3) ,Calfile);
nmdata(:,1:2)=rotateCoords(nmdata(:,1:2),-45);
fdata(: ,1)=nmdata(: ,1)*stiff (1);
fdata(: ,2)=nmdata(: ,2)*stiff (2);
X Rotates data if is off the 45 degree axis by using a least-squares fit.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% This returns a subplot of X vs. Y after rotation.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
figure
odeg=FindMTRotationBoxcar(nmdata(: ,1) ,nmdata(: ,2));
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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X Reset data to account for MT orientation
% Makes a linear ajustment in position and force with the rotation.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
fdata(:,1:2)=rotateCoords(fdata(:,1:2),-1*odeg);
nmdata(:,1:2)=rotateCoords(nmdata(:,1:2),-1*odeg);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Plots three figures over Time (Voltage, Position and Force)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
figure
subplot(3,1,1)
plot (vdata(: ,1) ,vdata(: ,2), 'r',vdata(: ,1),vdata(: ,3), 'k')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
legend('X' , 'Y')
title(['Voltage vs Time - ',Vfile])
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(vdata(: ,1),nmdata(:,1), 'r',vdata(: ,1),nmdata(: ,2),'k')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Position (nm)')
legend('X','Y')
title(['Position vs Time - ',Vfile])
subplot (3, 1,3)
plot(vdata(:,1),fdata(: ,1), 'r',vdata(: ,1),fdata(: ,2), 'k')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Force (pN)')
legend('X','Y')
title(['Force vs Time - ',Vfile])
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Creates yvel, or velocity in the paralell to MT position.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
dt=vdata(2,1)-vdata(1,1);
yvel=diff (nmdata(: ,2))/dt;
btnum=length(nmdata(: ,2));
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%
X The release point is defined by having a high "snapback" value (>2000
% nm/s), a high force value (1 pN), and that points are not next to
X one another (an anomoly mostly due to averaging). Finally, the immediate
% preceding velocity is looked at to determine if slowing down. For WT,
X this value is 200 nm/s, or roughly 1/2 max. The analysis went back 10
% points, or 0.1 sec. This is enough for 1-2 steps to occur. For the
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X heterodimer the max velocity will be 20 nm/s, going back 100 points
X (is).
releasepoint=(abs(yvel(:))>4000) & (abs(fdata(1:btnum-1,2))>1.0);
releasepointp=[logical(0) releasepoint(1:length(releasepoint)-1)'];
releasepoint=logical(releasepoint-(releasepoint&releasepointp'));
rpindex=find(releasepoint);
stallslopes=zeros(length(rpindex),1);
for I = 1:length(rpindex)
stallslope=polyfit(vdata(rpindex(I)-9:rpindex(I)-1,1),nmdata(rpindex(I)-9:
rpindex(I)-1,2),1);
stallslopes(I)=stallslope(1);
end
stalltest=stallslopes<200;
stallpoint=rpindex(stalltest);
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Plots a Force vs. Velocity curve. Overlaid in blue circles are the
X "Releasepoints" that have been described previously.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%%XXXX
figure
plot(abs(fdata(1:btnum-1,2)),yvel(:),'k.',abs(fdata(releasepoint,2)),
yvel(releasepoint),'o')
xlabel('Force (pN)')
ylabel('Velocity (nm/s)')
title(['Force vs Velocity - ',Vfile])
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Three figure plots showing Velocity, Position and Force vs. Time,
X respectfully. Overlaid in blue circles are the "Releasepoints" that
% have been described previously. These circles are "Stallpoints" in the
% Force vs. Time plot.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
figure
plot(vdata(releasepoint,1),yvel(releasepoint),'o',vdata(1:btnum-1,1),
yvel(:),'k')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Velocity (nm/s)')
title(['Velocity vs. Time - ',Vfile])
figure
plot(vdata(:,1),nmdata(:,1),'r.',vdata(:,1),nmdata(:,2),'k.',...
vdata(releasepoint,1),nmdata(releasepoint,2),'o')
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xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Position (nm)')
legend('X','Y')
title(['Position vs. Time - ',Vfile])
text(vdata(releasepoint,1),nmdata(releasepoint,2)+5.0,
num2str(abs(yvel(releasepoint))));
figure
plot(vdata(:,1),fdata(:,1),'r',vdata(:,1),fdata(:,2),'k',...
vdata(stallpoint,1),fdata(stallpoint,2),'o')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Force (pN)')
hold
text(vdata(releasepoint,1),fdata(releasepoint,2)+0.2,num2str(stallslopes));
text(vdata(releasepoint,1),fdata(releasepoint,2)+0.4,
num2str(fdata(releasepoint,2)));
title(['Force vs. Time - ',Vfile])
figure
plotyy(vdata(:,1),nmdata(:,2),vdata(:,1),fdata(:,2))
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C.3 Heterodimer step detection
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Function to find steps using a t-test algorithm
X At the end there will be a point at the begining and end of
% each dwell
function [stepsize dwell] = tteststepfinderThresh(pn,fn,fwidth)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX%% XXXXXX%%X%%X
X File loading and filtering
d=dlmread([pn, '\' ,fn]);
h=ones(1,15)/15; %flat filter
td=conv(d(:,2),h); Xconvolve with flat filter
dat(:,1)=decimate(d(:,1),10); % Decimate
dat(: ,2)=decimate(d(: ,2) ,10);
dat(: ,3)=decimate(d(: ,3) ,10);
etrace=decimate(td,10);
stepsize(1)=0;
dwell(1)=0;
if length(dat(:,1)) > 2*10 X2*fwidth - do not run if a short file
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Gaussian filter the data
h=fspecial('gaussian', [1 11] ,fwidth);
trace=conv(etrace,h);
steptime=dat(2,3)-dat(1,3); %time for 1 step
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% Slide a t-test box along the sample and identify outliers
% At this point the 100kHz raw trace is down to 1Khz from
% decimation. Has been filtered twice (& decimated)
width=10; % #points - 1 that the t test will be run on
jcnt=1;
for icnt=1:length(trace)-2*width
[h tV(icnt)]=ttest(trace(icnt+width:icnt+2*width), ...
trace(icnt:icnt+width));
if tV(icnt)<.001
sindex(jcnt)=icnt+width;
jcnt=jcnt+1;
end
end
%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Add a final point in (since it won't be found by ttest
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lsteps=2*width;
[crap sindex(jcnt)]=max(trace(length(trace)-lsteps:length(trace)));
sindex(jcnt)=sindex(jcnt)+length(trace)-1steps-1;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Eliminate steps that are smaller than a set threshold
% Cleans up excess points from the ttest
stepthresh =3; %Set the step threshold at 3nm
nsteps=O; %counter for the number of steps
ccnt=O;
csteps(1)=1;
for sid=1:length(sindex)-1
%if the indexes are next to each other, these are on a step
Xif they aren't, then consider the inbetween area to be a dwell.
ccnt=ccnt+1;
csteps(ccnt)=sindex(sid);
if sindex(sid)~=sindex(sid+1)-1
nsteps=nsteps+1;
average(nsteps)=sum(trace(sindex(sid):sindex(sid+1)))/ ...
length(trace(sindex(sid):sindex(sid+1)));
if nsteps > 1 & abs(average(nsteps)-average(nsteps-1)) ...
< stepthresh
XDelete concurrent steps
while csteps(ccnt)==csteps(ccnt-1)+1
ccnt=ccnt-1;
end
ccnt=ccnt-1;
end
end
end
figure XInitial step figure
plot(1:length(trace),trace,'b-',csteps,trace(csteps)','ro')
title(fn)
nsteps=O;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Annotate steps for dwell length and height
for sid=1:length(csteps)-1
Xif the indexes are next to each other, these are on a step
Xif they aren't, then consider the inbetween area to be a dwell.
if csteps(sid)~=csteps(sid+1)-1
nsteps=nsteps+1;
dwell(nsteps)=steptime*(csteps(sid+1)-csteps(sid));
average(nsteps)=sum(trace(csteps(sid):csteps(sid+1)))/ ...
length(trace(csteps(sid):csteps(sid+1)));
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% plot the average and place text about it on the figure
hold on %puppies
plot([csteps(sid) csteps(sid+1)], ... Xare
[average(nsteps) average(nsteps)],'k-') Xfurry
text(csteps(sid)+1,average(nsteps)+5,num2str(dwell(nsteps)));
if nsteps > 1
Xwe can have a step if we are on the second dwell
stepsize(nsteps-1)=average(nsteps)-average(nsteps-1);
text(csteps(sid)+1,mean([average(nsteps) ...
average(nsteps-1)]),num2str(stepsize(nsteps-1)));
end
end
end
xlabel('Time (ms)')
ylabel('Force (pN)')
end
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